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O utside of the Faith Community Church in Cedar Hill, 1\10. a ruvers.e school to raise the signs again. group of protesters gathered on Thursday.' Determined to divert attention from the \VBC, Tyler Lawson, junior, ac-High school and college students, veterans, bikers and mothers counting, organized his own protest in from of the Faith Community Church. 
united along Highway 30 to show support for Arrlerica, American troops, ho- "~re wanted to showrhe wocld that no one was going to come in to our 
mosexuals and tolerance. Local police estimated that at)ts highest the crowd community and rell us how to believe, Lawson said. 
reached 1,500 people. " Also a graduate of Northwest IIigh, Lawson began advertising the ral-
Another protest raged.fi:ve minutes down the road in frOnt of Northwest ly through Facebook. Gradually more people found out, including Joey-
High School, and the 60-member Westboro Baptist Church was at the helm. ' Rump eli , the head of the Daughters of Brian Woods Foundation, andJatef 
Since the 1980s, the \~'BC has been outspoken in their condemnation the radio station 105.7 Fl\1 "The Point." Rumpell collected donations for her 
of homosexuality in the U.S. In recent years thegroup has begun picketing -foundation during the rally, raising just under $1,500 by the end of the day. 
the funerals of soldiers killed in Iraq and Afghanistan, based on their belief - "The Point" made radio arulouncements about the counter-rally. "We are 
that American service personnel are dying as divine punishment for American' heading out there in full force and asking our' Soldiers of WAR [to] come and_ 
tolerance of homosexuality. join us as we broadcast live and try and get these people the HELL OUT!" 
This summer, the WBC protested the funeral -of Sgt. 1st Class Brian their Web site said. ' 
Woods, a graduate from Northwest High. The day of the funeral, the WBC The "Soldiers of War" did attend the rally, but they were not the only ones. -
, congregated ~utside Northwest, holdingtheii:- infamous signs reading "God Residents of Illinois drO\;e hours to sh9W their support and UM-St. Louis 
Bat~ Fags!' On Thursday, the WEC resumed' their post in front of the high students also took the mini-road trip to Cedar Hill. ~ more on2 
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FROM PAGE 1 
Ashley Bruce, sophomore, 
criminology, attended North-
west High School before 
UM-Sr. Louis and said the 
WEe's beliefs are shameful. 
"I think it's a shame to say 
the least, if I were ro choose 
wor~ they wouldn't be ap-
propriate because I just think 
that, yeah, they have their 
views, but they disrespect 
a lot of people and their 
country doing. that, because 
they're fighting for [WBC s} 
freedom too," Bruce said_ 
Holding the COlli1J:er-rally 
in front of a church was a 
way for Lawson and others 
to make the point that the 
WEC does not represent the 
,-
completely disagree,'" Hum-
phrey said while chuckling, 
as if "completely disagree" 
was an understatement. "We 
don't realiy;yappreciate the im-
age they portray about the 
church and God in general." 
The WBC itself proved ro 
be elusive during their visit 
to the Sr. Louis area, as they 
only stayed at any scheduled 
location for 40 minutes at a 
time . 
Allegedly, three members 
of the WBC were arrested 
in Cedar Hill for' assaulting 
members of a local Lutheran 
Church who were wearing 
angel wings to Dlock WE C 
~igns from the street. 
"Christian people are supposed 
to love, ac;cept, ·forgive. You're 
not supposed to judge ... " 
views of the vast ma· ontv of 
Chrisrians. 
In fact. the WBe is not a 
part of any identifia_ble Bap-
risr convention and is actu-
ally denoW1ced by almost 
every religious sect operating 
in America today. Their pick~ 
et signs and chants, which 
center on their tagline, "God 
Hares Fags," have earned 
them the distinction of be.-
ing classified as a hate group : 
by the Southern Poverty Law 
Center. 
"Christian people' are sup-
posed to love, accept, forgive. 
You're not supposed\o judge, 
we've only got one judge," 
Sandra Hoelter 'said while 
holding a small American flag 
. and a framed portrait of her 
son, who just finished a year's 
tour in Afghanistan with the 
U _ S. military. 
While also ~avillg Bags, 
"Kris Humphrey, the head of 
Student Ministries at Faith 
Community Church, dis-
tanced his beliefs from the 
views ofrhe WBC. 
~'Let's just say that we 
MON. 73 
54 ' 
-Sandra Hoelter 
. Long mer the WEC left 
Cedar Hill, counter-pro-
testers rem.ained outside the 
Faith Community ' Church. 
Josh. Pfeffer helped organize 
the rally at the church. 
Pfeffer, standing high 
above the crowd under a bill-
'~ard displaying the church's 
nanle, made an annOW1ce-
ment when the WEC left Ce-
dar Hill . He pronounced that 
rhe group would "keep gomg 
strong" becallSe their dedica--
tion to the cause lasted'!onger 
. than a mere 40 minutes. 
As the WBC traveled on 
to the Yeshiva Boys High 
School, a JeWish parochial 
school in Olivette, and the 
Jewish Community Center 
in Creve Coeur, picketing at 
a bowling alley, the assembly 
outside the Faith Cominu-
niry Center continued raising 
signs promoting love. 
Lawson was so delighted. 
by the turnout at his counter-
rally th~t when asked to com-
ment on the beliefs of the 
WBC he said, ''As far as I'm 
c,?ncerned, they don't exist~" 
PHOTOS BY SQFI SECK/THE CURRENT 
Tyler Lawson, junior, accounting, 'organized the counter-rally 
against the "God Hates Fags" protest held by the Westboro 
Baptist church last Thursday at Northwest High School. Lawson 
held the counter rally in front of !he Faith Community Church. 
The counter-rally against the Westboro Baptist Church 'doubled 
as a service memorial for a fallen soldier who had gone to 
Northwest High School. 1,500 people participated in the event 
that took place last Thursday, and nearly $1,486 was raised for 
the Daughters of Brian Woods Foundation. . 
Budget ( allengesahead 
Restrictions to affect university activities 
~ SEQUITA BEAN 
Features Eddor 
All UM System schools 
will face budget challenges 
for the 2010-2011 - fiscal 
school ' year, according to 
Gary Forsee, the president 
of the University of Mis-
souri System. On Oct. 28, 
Governor Jay Nixon revealed 
significant cuts in this year's 
Missouri -state government 
budget. The university'~ core 
budget has always been pro-
tected through an agreement 
with the state tokeep tuition 
rates Bat, but because state 
revenue is down, it will be 
necessary to make cuts to 
programs outside of the core 
budget in order to meet bud-
get restrictiQns. 
"Our university'; four 
campuses and health system 
must respond, ariticipate and 
be innovative in finding solu-
tions to the unpre~edented 
level of change affecting 
higher education," a letter 
distributed by Forsee to state-
wide leaders, said. 
Forsee acknowledged that 
these budget restrictions were 
to be expected due to the 
dwindling U.S economy. 
. ~'We have to deal with 
these budget issues direcrly, 
and do it in a way that makes 
sense for all of our constitu-
ents, and engage in our uni-
versity community as we do," 
Forsee, in an Oct. 23 speech, 
said. 
Right now, the s~il.te rev-
en ue is down by 10 percent 
compared to last year. The 
budget Cuts will be at about 5 
percent, which translates into 
about $3 million. 
The UM System schools 
are currencly 45th in per cap-
ita spending for the operating 
budget, near last in funding 
for per capita funding, and 
ne4f the bottom in faculty 
salaries compared "to other 
university institutions, the 
speech said. 
There will be a n urn ber 
of "transformative measures 
aligned with our commit-
ment to innovation and being 
pan of the state's solution to 
a1dressing its s~cioeconomic 
challenges," Forsee said. 
These transformative mea-
sures include convening re-
gional forums to discuss new 
capital funding and revenue 
sources, working with the 
state to increase graduates in 
math, science, technology, 
and engineering, improving 
student-faculty engagement, 
and increasing college afford-
ability. 
These measures are de-. 
signed to -increase funding for 
UM System schools, increase 
state revenue growth by em-
ploying graduates educated 
in math and science, and 
make college a financially 
possible option for Missouri 
residents. 
-The 2011 fiscal year, which 
begins on July 1, 2010, will 
be the start of the new bud-
get' restrictions for the entire 
UM System, including the 
University . of Missouri-St. 
Louis. The university is ready 
to do its part by taking on 
some transforinative mea-
sures, such as filling less fac-
ulty positions, making class 
sizes larger, eliminating some 
administrative positions and 
potentially merging some de-
partments. 
"We're' just going to do 
business differently," Thomas 
George, the chancellor for 
UM-St. Louis,said. "Perhaps 
[th~re will] be some units-
I'm not saying necessarily ac-
ademic-but some units and 
activities eliminated. We have 
areas in facilities, we have ar-
, eas in student affairs, and we 
have to work through a pro-
cess, so I can't say now be-
cause we're working through 
the process." 
Campus activities will be 
the hardest hit with the new 
budget restrictions, but the 
student activity fee will re-
main the same for all UM 
System campuses. 
uThe governor would like 
to see stUdent tuition and fees 
held Bat, so the fee that ap-
plies to all students would nor 
change," George said. "Now, 
having said that, there are 
individual fees-you know, 
certain courses, lab fees ... 
the College of Business Ad-
ministration has certain fees 
for its courses. Its conceivable 
those could change, but we 
don't know that for sure. The 
fees that apply to all students 
across the board will be held 
Bat." 
Forsee wiU hold a town 
hall meeting at UM-St. Louis 
on Tuesday to address budget. 
,restrictions. 
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ijJI~m~m©lD~~lm by Michelle Kaufman . 
Twitter" has taken social networking to a new level. 
What are your feelings· on Twitter? 
"Personally, I don't 
have one. I think 
people are a little 
bit obsessed with 
it. But if you're !nto 
letting people know 
• what you're doing 
Katie Montibeller 24/7, then that's your 
Junior . prerrogative." 
Nathan Zigo 
Junior 
"I have not used 
Twitter a lot but I 
prefer Facebook. 
Facebook does most 
the things Twitter 
does and more." 
Communications Business Administration 
Shabbar Kothari 
Junior 
Business 
"At first, Twitter 
seemed like a dedicated 
website to something 
very similar to tht! 
Facebook status 
featu~. I wonder how 
interesting it is to follow 
an ordinary person's 
or~inary activities." 
Sean Scott 
Sophomore 
Business 
"I think Twitter is over-
rated. Everyone is using 
it. There are too much 
Twitter-like websites" 
Facebook and Myspace 
are way better because 
it's easier to connect to 
everyone.'~ 
.What do you think of the .. smoking ban? 
Stealing Under $500.00 . Parking Lot E 
Needs to happen, 
I'm tired of second 
hand,smoke . . 
If I can't go there, 
I don't go there 
I don't care, worse things 
have entered my lungs. 
Is this really important? 
This week: 
Does everyone deserve their 
First Ammendment rights? 
Answer at 
www.thecurrentonline.com 
, 
Sometime between 9:30 AM and 6:00 PM person(s) unknown broke into the victim's vehicle 
while it was parked on Lot E and stole the victim's I-Pod, GPS Unit, Radio amplifier, and text 
books. The vehicle window was broken completely out. There are no suspects atthis time. 
Stealing Under $500.00 - Social Science Building 
Sometime between 1 :30 PM and 2:40 PM the victim's purse was stolen. The victim advised 
that she left her purse unattended on the coffee counter in SSB, and realized it about an hour 
later. When the victim returned, the purse was gone. The victim later learned that her credit 
card was used fa make a purchase at a local McDonalds. -The UMSL Police are still investigat-
ing this case and reviewing video surveillance to try and determine a suspect. . 
Fugitive Arrest - University Meadows 
A student was arrested in his apartment on an outstanding arrest warrant out of Chester- . 
field. The Chesterfield Police Department responded and took custody of the wanted subj€ct. 
Stealing Under $500.00 ··Benton Hall . 
Sometime between 8:30 AM and 10:00 AM the victim's wallet with contents was5tolen from 
a classroom. The victim was participating in the Bridge program, and left her wallet in the 
classroom unattended for over 1 hour before discovering she didn't have it. When she went 
back to the classroom, it was gone. There are no suspects in this incident. 
Rene ing renewable energy 
UM -St. Louis may receive grant for new research center 
~ PATRICK CANOY 
Staff Writer 
. The University of Mis-
souri-St. Louis may be the 
future home of the Center 
for Plant Lipid Systems. The 
university is one of a few 
finalists for a five-year, $25 
million grant from the Na-
tional Science Foundation. 
A collaboration of 16 dif-
ferent institutions presented 
their plans for the Center for 
Plant Lipid Systems. At the 
helm of this collaboration 
is UM-St. Louis's own Dr. 
Xuemin "Sam" \Vang, an E. 
. Desmond Lee endowed pro-
fessor of biology and also the 
principal investigator at the 
Donald Danforth Science 
Center. 
. According to the press 
release, the Center for Plant 
Lipid Systems' overall vi-
sIon is to provide an inte-
grated, innovative program 
of research ane!, education 
to advance the nation's sci-
ence and technology agenda 
by understanding the most 
energy-rich natural products 
in liviflg organisms: plant 
lipids. 
The effects of the Center 
will help out multiple area.<> 
of interest such as renewable 
energy, environmental sta-
billty, healthy food supply, 
and nuuition. 
Research done at the Cen-
ter will be "aimed at trans-
forming the whole field of 
plant lipid r~secLrch through 
gaining a better understapd-
ing of plant lipid systems," 
Wang said. 
Every plant in the world 
contains oil and "it is .usu-
aUy found in the seeds. In 
the vast majority of plants, 
the storage lipids are found 
in the form of triglycerides. 
These lipids may be found 
building up inside either of 
the "major forms of seed tis-
sue: the endosperm or the 
embryo tissue. 
At first, a plant stores its · 
energy as carbohydrates, but 
during the process of ripen-
mg they tum these oxygen-· 
rich carbohydrates into car-
bonic triglycerides. Then, 
during germination the pro-· 
cess is reversed and the oil is 
turned back into carbohy.,. 
drates. A si.ngle gram of oil 
will yield about 2.7 grams of 
carbohydrates. 
These oils are in almost 
everything we eat: sunflower 
oil, peanut oil, olive oil, corn 
oil, and many' more. The 
amount of plant lipids 10 
plants varies drastically hom 
around 70 percent in pecans 
to only about 0.1 percent 
in potatoes. These carbohy-
drates form the basis of our 
diet and ·they are also the 
least understood of all the 
major cellular components 
in biology. 
\Vhen the competition 
for the Center began, there 
were 250 groups competing. 
After a couple of elimination 
rounds the number dropped 
to 11. The National Science 
Foundation will fund five of 
these 11, Dr. Wang said. 
"I feel that we provided 
a very convincing case," Dr. 
Wang said. «We have abDut 
2-to-l odds of receiving the 
awarcl" 
The awards will be pre-
sented at the White House 
in mid-February and the 
projects are planned to be-
gin in June. If the Center 
is funded, U~1-St. LDuis 
'o'lill be the head lnstitution. 
Partners include l\10nsanto, 
the . Danforth Center, Sr. -
Louis Community College, 
Washin~on Univers'jty in 
St. Louis, and several other 
universities hom around the 
country. 
may nocnorice many dumges. You 
~W stiIlbe able to keep your doctor 
and the plan you CWT ncly hold. If 
you do not have insuranc.e and am 
cmieIage; rh government-provided 
si Ie [ me of current health 
fCC . 1 Ch · .... I ... n·· d 
. oIlSum~r S _ ICe ~L is Ultefl -
ed-00: he d<OIdaMe whlle alSo pro\-'id-
car reform bill bat it will mean 
for Americans and their families. 
"T ha een paden [juggle wim 
CUlTent inSUl.'ance plan, Dr. James 
. E. ~ a family physician wao 
works at Baroos-Jew.ish Ho lfi~aJ 
and Missouri Baptist Mep .. kal: Ceo--
said. 
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SCIENCE COLUMN 
The climate change 
numbers game 
This is a t-ale of two num-
bers: 350 and 450. 
On O€!:. 24, a se:ries of in-
ternational events focused on 
one of those numbers: 350, 
whkh is 350 parts per mil-
lion (ppm) of carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere. To avoid 
catastrophic climate changes, 
that is the level of C02 that 
will be needed acc-ordiilg to 
new observations on climate 
change. 
The other number is 450 
ppm atmospheric C02, _the 
level earlier climate models 
suggested would be. needed 
to avoid serious changes in 
global climate. 
. The planet has already 
warmed almost one degree 
Fahrenheit. Earlier climate 
data suggested that the world 
could tolerate a rise in tem-
perature of two degrees 
without disastrous effects. 
To reach that Ie el, climate 
scientists, including those 
working with the U.N.'s In-
ternational Panel on Climate 
Change, calcula.ted a require-
ment oflimiting atmospheric 
C02 ro 450 ppm. 
But then something un-
eq2.ected happened: D espite 
predictions that it would not 
occur for another 30 years, 
.the Arctic Ocean was ice-free 
in the summer of 2007. It ap-
peared that climate changes 
were happening at a faster 
rate than models predicted. 
A new study by scientists, 
including NASA's James 
Hansen, exammed newer 
data on ~limate change. Han- . 
sen's repOrt said that main-
taining a planetary environ-
ment "similar· to the one on 
v.:hich civilization developed 
and to-which life on Earth is 
adapted" would require set-
ting a goal of350 ppm C02. 
People around the worrd, 
alarmed at this new develop-
ment, organized internation-
al events on Oct. i4 using 
that new nUIl!ber. They are 
urging leaders to replace 450 
ppm with a new goal of 350 
ppm for the maximum level 
of C02. 
What do these numbers 
mean fOl: global climate and a 
habitable 1-yorld? The. current 
level of C02 is 387 ppm. At 
the beginning of the Indus-
trial Revolution it was 280 
ppm. If nothing is done and 
'Yve allow things ro remain as 
they are now, the predicted 
level b the year 2100 ranges 
from 650 ppm ro 970 ppm, 
according to the IPCC. 
If Ie els without action 
could be as high as 9 0 ppm, 
then 450 ppm might look 
pretty good. ~ 
Obviously all wing . r-
bon Ie .cl - to rise a bit more, 
ins-read of reducing dlem 
nov appeals to b iness. But 
faster than expected climate 
changes sugges t that is not 
~nough. 
But there dIe tipping 
points. Certain climate 
changes can ·push . the planet 
into an· undesirable positive 
feedback loop, which we can 
do little to stop. 
There are two kinds of car-
bon: present-day carbon, part 
. of the carbon-cycle of life on 
-Ear th, and -"fossil carbon," 
. from earlier life on Earth. 
When we burn fossil-fuels 
like oil and coal, we add fossil 
carbon, extra carbon not part 
of our balanced carbori-cycle 
equilibrium. 
See NUMBERS, page 22 
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ASA'pulled b'ack to Earth 
Committee's report suggests redefinition of NASA's ambitions 
~ ANDY PHIPPS 
Science/Health Editor 
"- "-""he headline "Seeking A Human Spaceflight 
Program Worthy Of A Great Nation" may 
sound· like a Craigslist post by some errant 
techno-beaurocrat, but it is actually the tide 
of a ISS-page report prepared by a select 
corrunittee. The committee is tasked "to review the U.S. plans 
for human spaceflight and to offer possible alternatives" by 
helping NASA meet its lofty goals within its current budget. 
After the Space Shuttle Columbia disaster in 2003, NASA 
sought to find a replacement for its aging spacecraft and rede-
fine its goals and ambitions. The result was a new set of goals to 
be achieved through new spacecraft. By the year 2020, Ameri-
cans were to return to the moon in new spacecraft launched 
on new rockets. 
The keystones of what would become known as Project 
Constellation would be the Aries launch vehicles, which are 
two rockets that would be taller and more powerful than the 
Saturn V that carried men to the moon in the 1960s and 
1970s, and the Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle, a capsule like 
the three-man Apollo of the same era, except it would be relL5-
able and would seat six astronauts. 
The primary concern in developing this replacement hard-
ware was having it ready to send astronauts to and from the 
International Space Station after the shuttle is ret4"eci.. The 
original goal was to have it · ready to fIy by 2012, two years 
after the planned retirement of the shuttle in 20lO.This would 
enable NASA to send crews to the ISS before it would be de-
commissioned in 2016. 
However, skyrocketing cOStS and snags have put the project 
•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•• :1 ••••••••••••••••••• _ ................ . .. _ ........... ................ . ................ - ... ... 
"Can we get the public, 
who ultimately fund this 
endeavor, excited and 
supportive of such a 
proj~ct?"-
-Dr. Erika Gibb, 
Asst. Professor of Astronomy 
University of Missouri - St. Louis 
over budget and behind schedule. Currently, the Aries booster 
and Orion capsule will not be ready until 20tS, and other 
hardware like the Altair lunar lander ",rill not be ready until the 
mid-2020s. In their report, the committee sought ways 
NASA could meet'its goals in an appropriate timeframe 
keeping their budget in check. 
lhis included some ProP9sals, like extending the 
Shuttle prograffi into 2011 or possibly even turning it over 
private enterprise for operation. The committee also suggested 
keeping the ISS up and running for an additional five years. ~ 
There would also be a decrease of the in-development hard-
ware in order to reduce costs and keep Project Constellation 
on schedule-all while increasing NASA's budget by $3 billion 
over the next 3 years and returning Americans to the moon by 
the mid-2020s. 
While sde-ct committees may be busy deciding the future of 
America's manned space program, it can be questioned wheth-
er ~r not Americans are behind it. 
"'Remember, President'Kennedy gave a speech before Con-
gress in 1961 where h.e stated. that he wanted, before the de-
cade was out, to safely land a man on the moon and return 
him to Earth. It took eight years to do so," Dr. Erika Gibb, 
associate professor of astronomy at University of Missou.ri-St. 
Louis, said. 
"We already' have much of the infrastrucrure in place, so 
it co{ud be achievable to land more people on the moon by 
2020. The question is: Do we have the drive and national mo-
tivation to do so? Can we get the public, who ultimately fupd 
this ~ndeavor, excited and supportive of such a project?" Gibb 
said. 
In the end, whether or not the public is on board, the goals 
at hand can be accomplished. 
"Manned space flight, I think, will be more about political 
and social means than science, at least in the near furure. It 
will require long-term support from governments and possibly 
even private enterprise," Gibb said. 
--------------------~--- --- ----.~----. ------------------------~--.--------------------------------------------------~---------------
Women's heart 
disease ising 
Prevention. could save 
thousands of lives a year 
~ JEN O'HARA 
Staff Writer 
"Heart disease has just historically been viewed by women 
and men as a man's disease. Even the statistics say otherwise," 
Madelyn Alexander, thecommunicitions director ' of .the 
American Heart Association, said .. 
A recent study showed that men's heart disease rates are fall-
ing while women's rates are rising. Men continue to have more 
cardiovascular problems than women, a study in the Archives 
of Internal Medicine said. However, the men's rates of heart 
attacks showed a 0.3 percent improvement, while women 
showed a 0.3 percent decline over the past 20 years. 
Theories of the calL5e orthe decline of men's hean disease 
include a greater awareness of the . disease and greater preven-
tion. These theories coul~ also partially explain why women's 
heart disease rates are rising. 
"I think that women aie so busy, they're not taking care of 
themselves and they need to be sure they get their preventative 
test and screening with their physicians. It's really important 
for women to have a primary care physician and to work with 
them on their preventive screenings and tests," Darla Werten-
berger, direci:or of comm~itY outreach at St. Lukes hospital, 
said. 
Because women have been taught;. to . primarily focus on 
women's health matters, such as getting yearly mammograms 
and pelvic exams to prevent cancer, ' most of society has failed 
to raise awareness in other areas. Almost rwice .. as many women 
die from a cardiovascular disease or stroke than they do from . 
ali 'other types of caDcer, including~b.reast cancer, the American 
He.art Association Said. 
It was once thought that hormonal influences protected 
women from diseases ·until after menopause, but heart disease 
is increasing in middle-aged women. Studies have explored the 
factors that are most likdy' to have ~ontributed to the increase 
in women's rates, such as obesity and stress. 
( I think women's heart disease is increasing because women 
are becoming so occupied with work and families, which is a 
wonderful thing, but they are forgetting to take care of them-
selves," Kaidyn Baum, a nursing srudent at St. Louis Univer-
sity, said. "Women are probably more hard-headed than men 
when it comes to their health, and ignoring the subtle signs of 
heart disease, [or] brushing things off as just a result of stress." 
Baum is an. example that women's heart disease can come 
in all shapes and sizes. Last July, she went through her mird 
, open-heart surgery. She is 21 years old. 
"Women have different symptoms than men sometimes, 
and many times they don't talk to their physicians about the-
symptoms they're having, or the physician doesn't rec()gnize it 
could b.e related 
See HEART DISEASE, p~ge 7 
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'·ze awards g ee (e ·5 y_ 
UMSL professor develops new chemical process, wins $5,000 
~ ANDY PHIPPS 
Science/Health Editor 
Solar panels, wind turbin and hybrid cars are all V' ·,l:·S chat 
humaniry has begun to "go gr en" as we face climate change 
and d'vindling resources needed to keep our growing popula-
[ion sustainable. Bm the energy and auromotive industries aIe 
not the only ones looking ahead to a futUre when we will hav 
to do more with less. 
In October, Dr Eike Bauer, assistant professor of chemistry 
at University of lvfissouri-St. Louis, received a $5,000 Green 
Chemistry award from pharmaceutical company Pfizer. 
"Green chemistry basically is a concept that avoids waste 
and [has] a minimum requirement of ener~." Bauer said. 
The Environmental Protection Agency defines green chem-
istry as being "characterized by upholding principles for pre-
venting waste and chemical h~lfds in the \vork zone and en-
vironment, creation of safer chemicals, energy economy, and 
efficient biodegradation." 
The EPA has defined 12 criteria necessary for green chem-
istry. One is the development of chemical cataly ts that use 
less energy and are achieved with more organic, less volatile 
substances. 
Dr. Bauer received his award for work in this field in par-
ticular. His r~earch tean1 at UM-St. Louis developed a previ-
ously somewhat unknown catalysis process that primarily uses 
a solvent composed of carbon and hydrogen. Solvents are very 
imponant in catalysis as they make the initial reaction occur. 
Many chemical solvents that are us d in current proces5es are 
w:dc, bm [he solventS Dr. Bauer has identified are organic car-
boh~,7drates (ha[ are nontoxic. This helps in handling (he waste 
that is pruduced by the catalytic process which is easier to deal 
with when iE is nontoxic. 
"If you can change a process n om a toxic solvent to a non-
toxic !'olvent, tha[ is going to be wanted because it protects the 
< environment but also the people working with the solvent, 
Bauer said. . 
"They're faster, they 
perform at lower 
temperatures and at tRe 
end of the- d'a.y Just saves 
ener.9Y." 
-Dr Eike BauerJ 
Asst. Professor of Chemistry 
University of Missouri - St. Louis 
~e process developed by Dr. Bauer also requires less of 
these solvents to make the reaction, which allows for the con-
servation of materials used. 
Also key (Q the process is the amount of energy used in 
the process. Though the pro ess developed by Dr. Bauer still 
Cusumano's Pi a 
apl Dod 
must be heated up to 90 degrees to perform its function, it still 
consumes less energy than other processes in wide use today. 
"Saving energ:-- is very important. In OUf department, sav-
ing energy is not a big problem because we use so little of it, 
but once it comes to large scale application in industry it is 
very important and it saves money ' Bauer said. "They're faster., 
they perform at lower temperatures and at the end of the day-
just saves energy." . 
Dr. Bauer will be using the $5',000 to fund funher research 
by his tearn. Currently, he is una,\vare of any manufacturing 
processes using his method. 
~We show [the] industry ne",., ways [the processes] can 
be performed ~nd we certainly make sure that <industries are 
a\vare of whatever we have [at UM-St. Louis),' Bauer said. 
But, this process can potentially be interesting for certain 
types of drugs. But at tne moment it's not applied in industry. 
It is still in a very preliminary stage.' 
On their Web site Pfizer describes their Green 'Chemisrry 
Award as oeing "a great way to develop sustainable, environ-
mentally sound and cost efFective processes-a win-win for 
colleagues, the community and our business." Bu~ it remains 
to be see.ni£ Dr. Bauer's benefactor will be using his pr:ocess 
anytime soon. -
"I dont know if Pfizer is going to look into it. They have 
the mat~rial, the can take it if they want to but it. is a little bit 
beyond what we do. We can not go out into the world and of-
fer our process to phaunaceutical industries," Bauer said. 
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REFORM, from page 5 
He said that he would not be pleased if the health insurance offered mirrored the Medicaid 
plan, but he is trying to remain optimistic that it will work out well for Americans. 
Melia McCord, a cenified physician's assistanf at the Charlotte Anne Russell Medical Center, 
. offered a different perspective. 
"As a country, we ne~d [to] change our system so that we cover the uninsured ... However, 
from a medical standpoint, I am not sure that the quality of car~ that is being proposed is really 
going to benefit our fellow Americans," Mc~ord said. "Waiting months for routine screenings 
or' outpatient surgeries isn't good care. To flood that system further is going t<? complicate good 
medical care." 
, 
One viewpoint that both health care professionals share is that Americans do. need 'help 
the area of heal th care coverage. 
With insurance premiums climbing and the economy in the trash can, it is evident : 
many Americans are suuggUng. Cutting out insurance plans could appear to be a way of man-
aging a budget in the short temi, but unexpected accidents ot other injuries could be much 
more costly in the long run by not only by affecting cash on hand, but potentially damaging a 
good credit rating if o-?e were to get behind on paying medical bills. : ' 
Eiilier way, it appears as if help is on its way, but it remains to be seen if i1: will be the right 
kind. 
WO MEN'S SOCCER 
rlto . s Ii is 
season with 
to gh loss 
~ ANTHONY PADGETT 
Asst. Sports Editor 
Within the last couple of 
weeks, both the men's and 
women's soccer teams here 
at the University of Mis-
souri-St. Louis ended their 
seasons much sooner than 
they had hoped. 
The women's team played 
their final home game of 
the season at Don Dallas 
Field, on Nov. 4, against 
Washington University. The 
game was originally sched-
uled for Oct. 7, but due to 
bad weather conditions was 
postponed. 
\'Vashingron University 
came into the game with 
a record of 13-2-1, was 
rank~d eighth in the nation 
in Division III, and was 
riding a 14-game unbeaten 
streak. 
The game would only be 
an exhibition for the Tri-
tons though, as they had 
lost their final Great Lakes 
Valley Conference game 
on Oct. 25 against the No. 
12-ranked team in Division 
II, Northern Kentucky. 
The Tritons record on 
the year against GLVC 
teams was 4-9-1. 
Only the top eight te~s 
can qualify for the postsea-
son. 
As a result the Tritons 
were not eligible for the 
GLVC postseason tourna-
ment ending an 1 t-year 
streak. 
Wash U. scor~d twice in 
the first half and rwice more 
in the second half against 
UM-St. Louis to win the 
game 4-0. 
The Tritons would have 
only one shot which was 
on goal by Diana Torres, 
sophomore, international 
business. 
Han~ah Sayre, sopho-
more, business market-
ing, played the entire 90 
minutes of the game and 
recorded one save while al-
lowing the four goals. 
Without the loss, the 
Tritons finished the year 
4-11-1. 
The real killer for the 
team this year was a lack 
of enough offense. In 16 
games, the Tritons scored 
just 19 goals, while their 
. opponents scored 37 goals 
against them. 
In other words, the Tri-
tons on the season averaged 
1.19 goals per game and 
their opponents . averaged 
2,31 goals per game. The 
team was shutout five times 
this season, and four of 
those were against confer-
ence teams. 
Even with the losing re-
co~d, there are numerous 
positive notes on the season. 
The Tritons had a higher 
shots-on-goal percentage 
than their opponents with 
.521 to .479. In corner 
kicks the Tritons had 88 
while opponents had just 
66. 
See SOCCER, page 12 
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#17 Aaron Schulz drives the puck home during the 11-1 win for UM-St Louis Tritons hockey game against Wash U on Friday night 
at Omni SportsPlex in st. Peters. 
~ CEDRIC WILLIAMS 
Sports Editor 
For all the peaks and valleys of the 
2008-2009 University of Missouri-St. 
Louis sporting year, only one Triton 
team was able to reach the ultimate 
mountaintop that is winning a national 
championship. 
That team was the UM-St. Louis roll-
er hockey team. 
The Tritons defied all odds last sea-
son, but somehow managed to go 8-1 
in the playoffs, which included a thrill-
ing 5-3 win over seven-time defending 
national champion andarchrival L~­
denwood University . in last April's final 
game, to win UM-St. Louis its first Na-
tional Collegiate Roller Hockey Associa-
tion title. 
Bur Ceddie says . .. that was last year. 
This year,' the Tritons are no longer 
the hunters stalking Lindenwood and 
others like so much big game prey. In-
stead, the 2009-2010 season will fea-
ture UM-St. Louis, as the team every 
other roller hockey squad in the country 
will be chasing. 
This year's Tritons will be a new-look 
group. More than half of last year's ros-
ter and the entire coaching staff are no 
longer with the program. Those losses 
include longtime standout players Adam 
Clarke and Blake Propp, as well as sensa-
tional young player P.J. Tallo. 
Tallo led UM-St. Louis in scoring last 
year, had a hand in all five goals the Tri-
tons scored in the national championship 
clinching win, and is widely considered 
the player who xompletely changed the 
national college roller hockey landscape 
when he made UM-Sr. Louis his college 
choice over Lindenwood in 2007. 
This summer, Tallo decided to fore-
go his remaining college eligibility and 
signed a contract to play with a profes-
sional team in Italy. 
The Tritons will be hard-pressed to re-
place Tallo's production, 22 goals and 63 
points in 27 games. 
One player UM-St. Louis hopes will 
. pick up some of the slack of losing Tallo 
is forward and returning leading scorer 
Danny Dwyer, sophomore, business. 
Last season, Dwyer was second on the 
team in goals (25) and third in scor-
ing (40 points). 
Other forwards returning for the Tri-
tons this year include Jason Holzum, ju-
nior, physical education; Gus Maloney, 
senior, psychology; and Aaron Schulz, 
junior, business administration. 
UM-St. Louis will also rely heavily 
on a player cOBsidered one of the best 
defensemen in, the country in Andy 
Meade, senior, physiccJ education. A 
three-time All-American, Meade domi-
nated the back line for the Tritons last 
season, while also c~ntributing to the of-
fense with 20 goals and 36 points. 
Meade will likely team with speedy 
Many Gowzdz,. sophomore, business ' 
law, to form one of the nation's most 
formidable defense tandems this season. 
But the player the Tritons will look to 
most often to keep the puck our of the 
net will be goalie Jimmy Steger, sopho-
more, education. • 
1a.st year, despite it being only his 
first year playing college roller hockey, 
Steger ranked among the nation's best 
goalkeepers in wins (1.9), shurouts (six), 
save percentage .900) and goals against 
average (1.65). Those numbers were a 
key reason why Steger received several 
national MVP awards and honors. 
The Tritons began their tide de-
fense late last month, and have already 
played 12 games this season. . 
Gwozdz, in particular, has beeR fan-
tastic for UM-St. Louis. He has. easily 
h.een one of the best defenders in the 
co~ntry, while also ranking second 'on 
the team in scoring with nine goals and 
17 points heading into last weekend's ac-
tion. 
The only Triton player who has been 
better is Dwyer, who might be playing 
at a national player-0f-the-year citp. 
Right now, Dwyer leads the nation in 
several offensive categories; including 
goals (16), total points (27), and game-
winning goals (three). 
Steger is another playtr leading in na-
tional statistical categori~s. He leads the 
nation in goalkeeper wins, total saves, 
and save percenrage. 
If these three players can sli tain their 
hot starts to the season, the TritQns will 
no doubt be playing in the national title 
game again for the third straight year. 
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oop Polls pick Triton men and women basketball teams to place third 
The University of Missouri-St. Louis men's and women's basketball teams were picked to finish third in the Great ~es Valley Conference West Division 
... CEDRIC WILLIAMS 
Sports Editor 
The Tri-
rons, who 
return eight 
letter winners and two starters from last 
year's 14-13 ream, received zero first-
place vote and 0 overall poines, finish-
ing b h ind Rockhurst and Dn.iry. 
the final first-place vote, came in third 
ah d of W iscon in-Parkside (23) and 
Illinois-Springfield (19). The 2009- 10 
GL C schedul will begin on Decem-
ber 3. In a paraJlel ev nt, the women's 
basketbal l team was al 0 pick d for the 
thi rd 'p t in th GL C orm Divi ion 
round out d1e cUvision. 
Quincy was picked the favorite 
[0 claim the G L C a rm D ivision. 
Th Lady Hawks, wh finished W ' d1 a 
1 gu -besr 16-1 n nee ord a 
year a..:,&Q r ei ed eight first-place votes 
The top hru teamsfrom each division and three wild can ·· 
w ill advance to the 2010 GIVC Basketball Championship To'lr 
na17ul1t,which will b held over two weekends beginning in /at. 
Febntary. The t.()u17U1ment emifinaLs and championship final wi!. 
b h Id on March 6- , at the TRAC, th state-oftbe-llTt indoo1' 
{lorts fociLity (nJ the Cdmp us of ILlinois-Springfield. 
Rockhurst fin ished first in the v t-
ing with 13 fi rst-place at sand 65 to-
ral points while Drury came in second 
with two firsr-place votes and 50 points. 
Missouri S&T (31) and Maryville (1 
rounded out the voting in the West D'-
vision. Bellarmine received 12 fi -pta 
votes and 64 total point to claim the 
division favorite spot in the GLVi East. 
Northern Ken~ the d ending 
GLVC champs, rushed second in the 
voting with three first-pI votes and 
52 total poj ts, while K mucky Wes-
leyan (35 tal points), outhern Indi-
ana (33), d Indianap 's (16) rounded 
t Divisio voting. Quincy 
was select' as the favorite to 
take tlJ onh Divisi n title. 
The Ha,w pick 
votes and 5 [ 
in the vo ring. . ~rs Ived five 
first- lace votes and j4 total points to 
finisn second. 
Saint' Jo epas received 
" ___ "~T 
M- t. L uis which brings back 11 
letter winners and ali five starters, from 
last year's -2 1 team, received zero first-
place votes nd 36 overall points (0 fin-
ish behind DrulY and Missouri S&T. 
The preseason fa:vo ' Panthers received 
14 first-place votes and 66 tal points 
to finish first in the voting, while S&T 
came in second with one fust p e 
vote and 52 points. Rockhurst (3 1) and 
Maryville (16), fiI1ished behind f-'st. 
Louis to round out tb..e dhision. 
UIndy, whi h . ranked fourth in 
the nation in' ' e.NCAA Division II pre-
season -pulL received 11 first-place yotes 
and 63 toral points to earn favorite sta-
ms in the GLVC East Division. 
~lbe Greyhounds were followed by 
defending GLVC champ Northern Ken-
tucky, which received the remaining four 
first-place votes and 55 total points. 
Bellarmine came in third with 37 to-
tal points, followed by Southern Indiana 
(29) and Kentucky Wesleyan 15) to 
and 58 t raj oint. 
Lewis carne 
in a close second 
with D ur first-
place yates and 52 
total points, while 
Wi consin-Parkside 
finished third with 
three first-place 
votes and 49 total 
points, ahead of 
Saint Joseph's (27) 
and illinois-Spring-
field 14) . 
GLVC 
will be 
cember 
e 2009-10 
schedule 
on De-
Each 
GLVC terun will 
play the teams in 
its division twice 
and each rpm in 
the orher 0 divi-
for an 
summer work-out routine, Curliss-Taylo.r 
said, "They came back in much bener sha . 
Much more strength and much more sp d 
... The same thing applies to them 1I1! tal-
ly, because when you work hard you· have a 
s~(}nger mind set.' 
~0fi.~ re«SOn to be excited out the Tri-
. .- . " .is etw:.oin,g guard Lindsey 
East Division 
Team - TotaL Points 
1. Bellarmine (12) 
2. Northern Kentucky (3) 
3. Kentucky Wesleyan 
4. Southern Indiana 
5. Indianapolis 
North Division 
Team - Total Points 
1. Quincy (9) 
2. Lewis (5) 
3. Saint Joseph's (1) 
4. Wisconsin-Parkside 
5. illinois-Springfield 
West Division 
Team - Total Points 
1. ·Rockhurst (13) 
2. Drury (2) 
3. UMSL 
4. Missouri S&T 
.M 
n .and there. 
are 21 teams to beat," head coach . I~~~..§,,-­
T;Iylor said. "I want to beat everybody. TEat s 
all we're thinking about." 
Ransome~ senior, co _- ications. Last year 
. Ransome CQ~~clf on 34.3 percent of her 
· re~ -PDlh t sliots. 
"I worked a ton on my ball handling," 
Ransome said. "I want to limit my turnovers. 
Everybody was in good shape. You can see 
they worked this summer." 
Along with Ransome and White, the Tri-
tons bring back nine other players from last 
year's team. Those players include: Montrice 
Coggin, senior; Kelly Carter, junior; Alisa 
Ndorongo, senior; K.ik.i R9binson, sopho-
more; Kelcy Hu!bert, junior; Kelly Mitchell, 
junior; Caitlyn Moody, sophomor~; Lacey 
Shalenko, senior; and Hailee Deckard, sopho-
more. All bring something special to the rable 
and their own reason to come out and watch 
UM-St. Louis women's basketball this season. 
"It's not just girl's basketball. We're not 
boring, we're exciting. We press, we will fWl. 
We have a lot of energy. And we have a lot of 
fun players to watch," Curllss-Taylor said. 
To do that, she and assistant coach Lora 
Westling ins·tituted summer workouts for the . 
players. "Before they left we had individual 
meetings on :what we expected. Each indi-
vidual knew exactly what they needed to per-
fect," Curliss-Taylor said. 
The team's summer workout routine in-
cluded alternating days of weight lifting and 
coriditioning. The conditioning program in-
volved 800 meter, 200 meter and 2 mile runs. 
As to how the team returned from that 
Another reason for excitement is returning 
point guard Kristi White, senior, accolJl1ting, 
who ranks seventh in school history in assists. 
White added some of her extra work back 
at home by playing basketball against her 
father and brother. "[Her father] can shoot, 
he's pretty good. It helps to play against men. 
They're stronger and it was pretty in~ense." 
Mitchell in particular was a standout on 
the team last year, shooting 41-plus percent 
from the field and 36-plus percent from three-
poin t range. 
"I spent extra time on my foot work," 
. Mitchell said. "I want to be faSt and quick." 
Mitchell also Sp~nt time playing games with 
White against White's father and brather. 
64 
52 
35' 
33 1 
16 1 
59 
5 
45: 
23 
19 
East Division 
Team - Total Points 
1. Indianapolis (11) 63 
2. Northern Kentucky (4)55 
3. Bellarmine 37 
4, Southern Indiana 2 
5. Kentucky Wesleyan 15 
North Division 
Team - Total Points 
1. Quincy (8) 58 
2.ievns(4) 52 
3. Wisconsin-Parkside (3)4 
4. Saint Joseph's 27 
5. Illinois-Springfield 1 
West Division 
Team - Total Points 
1. Drury (14) 
2. Missouri S&T (1) 
3. UMSL 
4. Rockhurst 
. Ie 
66 
5 
3 
31 
6 
Then, as with any team, there are the new-
comers to the program, including sophomore 
KeAmber Vaughn, five freshmen including 
Brook Lair, Allie Hogan, Jessica Fransen, 
Oeaven Omohundro, and an international 
student from China that the team hopes will 
be eligible to play next semester. 
"We have a chance for the playoffs. We 
!leed. campus support to do it. If they're sit-
ting in their dorm room or apartment with 
nothing to do, get over to Mark Twain and 
support the team. I think they will really en-
joy it. If our students are in there supporting 
our players, they will feed off of that," Curliss-
Taylor said. 
The Tritons ~ open the regular season 
tonight, Monday, Nov. 16, when they'll host 
rival Lindenwood at the Mark Twain Building 
at 7 p.m. 
Some of the player information in this 
story was obtained from the University. of 
Missouri-St. Louis's Athletic Department's 
records. 
• 
• 
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On the road to victory, always looking for the next step 
~ CEDRIC WILLIAMS 
. Sports Editor 
Coming off of its first winning season 
since 2006, the University of Missouri-
Sr. Louis men's basketball team is look-
ing to take the next step toward return-
ing the program to its glory days. 
And that next step is making the 
postseason. . 
The Tritons missed making the poSt-: 
season by one game last year. One mea-
ly game. But head coach Chris Pitz is 
determined to 'get his group to the next 
I veL 
Making the p'ostseason' an espe-
cially difficult rask for UM-St, Louis, 
and it is at least more difficult than. what 
it is for mosr teams around the counrry 
because the Tritons play til the toughest 
. men's basketball league in the country: 
the Grear Lakes Valley Conference. 
Last season, the GLVC had a nation-
best nine teams finish the year with 
winning records, and six of those reams 
made the NCAA Tournament, which 
was also the mosr in the narion. There is 
no doubt that winning i.p. the GLVC is 
just plain hard to do . . 
"We play in a tough league," Pilz said. 
"Everybody's good. There are no 'gimme 
games.' You have to be improving every 
day, or you're going to get bear." 
One player Pilz will look to help lead ' 
the Tritons to the promised land is soph-
omore point guard Beaumom Beasley. 
Last season, Beasley didn't become a 
full-time starter until midway through 
the season, but still managed to lead 
UM-St. · Louis in scoring at 11.0 points 
a game while shooting over 50 percent 
from th Boor and ranking second on 
the team in assistS. 
. Be~w.s got a real good skill set~' Pilz 
said. '~d every day~ he's been working 
on improving his skill set. He's a very 
good player." ' 
Beasley's primary partner in the Tri-
ton backcoun will be the team's other 
returning staner, senior guard Jeremy 
Brovvn. 
Brown made quite a splash in the 
local news when he enrolled at UM-St. 
Louis last year. The 6'1" combo guard · 
had been playing professi~nal baseball in 
the Los :\ngeJes Dodgers organization, 
advancing as high as their Triple-A team 
in Las Vegas. 
Injuries forced Bro\vn (0 give up his 
baseball dreams. But that is when he de-
cided to finish his degree, and hopefully 
play some basketball too. 
Pili was thrilled when he heard 
Brown was back playing basketball and 
looking tor a team to join. 
. ' He~s a great, great arhlct,e," Pilz 
said. "Every day we're working on get-
ring him to use his exceptional strength 
and quickness to the best of his abili ty. 
When he lets the game come to him, he s 
really tough ro defend. 
Other returning' players this season 
in lude: senio dam Fear, Adam Kaat-
., man, and Cody Kliethermes' junior 
Ryan Lawrence; and sophomore guards 
am Buxwn and Ryne Bechtel. 
Kaarman, a 6 10'" center, who is 6.-
nall- healthy after an injury-plagued 
2008-09 camp:pgn, Kliethermes, a 6'8 ' 
forward, and Lawrence, a 6'3 guard, are 
all expected to contend for starting spots 
this season. 
See BASKETBALl, .. page 20 
SOCCER, from page 9 
The high number of cor-
ner kicks this ear is the result 
of first-year head coach Bob-
by Lessenrine's introduction 
to a new pia.} style this season 
which . emphasizes constant 
pressure. 
III eight games at Don 
Dallas Field this year, the 
Tritons accumulated. an at-
tendance of 1 82:::>. On aver-
age over 200 people attended 
every game. In eight gaInes 
on the road, the total atten-
dance was 1,193, less than 
150 people a g~me. 
Many of the leaders of 
the team are seniors and will 
not be returning next season. 
Two players tied for the most 
goals on the season with five, 
an·d they were Caitlin Farrow, 
senior, international business, 
and Anne' Nesbit, senior, . 
, crimina! justice. Both Farrow 
and Nesbit also led the team 
in shots and shots on goal. 
, Amy Bohm, senior, busi-
neSs marketing, inoth~r play-
er that will graduate in the 
spring, led the team in wins 
as goalie, with a f~cord of2~5 
with three shutouts. 
I 
SUPPORT THE TRITONS, OR ELSE. 
¥ 
U S grads make (rafts ore 'Ro(k and Roll' 
~ STACY BECKENHOlDT 
Copy Editor 
.. 
"It's not your grandma's 
crafts" is the taglirie for 
the "Rock and Roll Craft 
Show," an event organized 
and participated in part by 
_ University of Mi sQuri-St. 
Louis students and gradu-
ates. Some of the items that 
_ you might find at this year's 
show include old postcards 
reworked as notebook cov-
ers, plastic bags woven into 
purses and wallets, and nu-
no-felted scan:es. 
Hosting its sixth event 
Nov. 27-29 at the Third De-
gree Glass Factory on Del-
mar Boulevard, RRCS has 
been listed in the Riverfront 
Times as the "Best - Craft 
Exhibition in Saint Louis" 
and noted on CNN.com in 
2007 as a don't-miss budget 
travel opportunity.'1 
Jessi Cerutti, a 2005 
UM-St .. Louis printmaking 
graduate, was crafting with 
friends Krista Durlas, Shar-
lene Kindt and Heather Dis-
nesky when the idea to have 
a show was born. Using the 
parking lot of a retail space. 
that Cerutti ran with her 
then-husband in St. Louis, 
each vendor was allotted 
one parking space to display 
their wares. 
"I 'was ar1,1azed at th re-
spans we gOt £4 r the first 
show- we had 50 vendors," 
Cerutti said. 
She and the other orga-
nizers decided to host [he 
show again the following 
June and November, with 
the number of participaring 
vendors increasing to 70 and 
80, respec:t1vely. 
Sara Keller is a 2006 
UM-St. Louis photography 
alumna who has been in-
volyed with the show since 
June 2006 as both a crafter 
and organizer. Keller is now 
one of seven stockholders in 
the incorporated Rock and 
Roll Craft Show. 
"Our fourth show 
reached 99 vendors,. so we 
all got excited and said Let's 
just keep going and see how 
big this thing can get!'" 
Keller said. "Last year we 
had 120 vendors and it was 
just too much, so this year 
we limited it to 101." 
Throl,lgh trial and error, 
organizers have focused on 
making their no\, annual 
show unique. 
'A bonus for me is thar 
you don't have to stand by 
your stuff," Dana Plonka, 
business/accounting, alum-
na (1986), said. This is' be-
cause RRCS is arranged like 
a department stOre, with 
- items near similar ones. 
Local bands play outside 
for the entertainment of 
shoppers, and each day bas 
its own [he.me. 
1he day after Thanksgiv-
ing is opening day and car-
ries the title "Red Carpet 
Black Friday." This year, the 
first 100 shoppers will' be 
, treated to "VIP treatment 
[and] goodie bags~». accord-
ing to Rockandrollcraft-
show. corn. The cost to get 
-in on Friday is $15 ($3 on 
Saturday and Sunday). 
After starting as a craft 
vendor in the fourth RRCS 
Connie Boone has since 
participated in other area 
shows. but still holds RRCS 
as her favorite. 
' I get giddy looking for-
ward to the coming sho 
Boone a former mf-St. 
Louis student. aid. 
Beqi Brenkhorst a ven-
dor and band participant at 
RRCS, agreed with Boone. 
"r met tons of ani ans 
and crafters like m self 
'\-~ho had labored for years 
in basements, anics) dens, 
backyards and garages 
Brenkhorst said. "For the . 
first time since I'd started, I 
didn't feel like such an odd-
ity for working for myself" 
See CRAFTS, page 25 
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MATTHEW HILL / THE CURRENT 
Performers from the Afrikilolo Dance Group at this year's Afri-
can Nite, sponsored by the Pan African Association. 
Annual event brings 
fashion, food and comedy 
~ SEQUITA BEAN 
Features Editor 
The pulse of ".Mother M-
. rica" roared with · pride dur-
ing the Pan-African Asso.-
ciation's annual "Africa Nite" . 
celebration. Srudents, faculty. 
members and 'alwnni were 
exposed to African dance, 
poetry, comedy, fashion and 
food. Ghanaian-American 
stand up comedian, Michael 
. Blackson, also known as "The 
African King of Comedy," 
hosted the event. 
The night started off with 
a lecture from Dr. Niyi Cok-
er, E. Desmond Lee professd 
at the University of Missouri-
St. Louis. He spoke ab~.ut 
the seriousness of the cur~ 
rent state of Africa. ''As the 
studeats here at the Univer-
sity of Missouri-St Louis put 
together . [the] Pan-Afric~n 
student . organization, the 
African world continues to 
be ravaged," Coker said. "It· 
is your time now students; it 
is' your generation that must 
stand up to the corrupt lead-
ers of Africa and say 'enough 
is enough.'" - I 
After Dr. Coker's speech, a 
documentarv was shov;~ en-
titled "The Real Africa'; where 
American students asked Af-
rican students about stereo-
types of Africa. "Do l' all have 
electricity arid indoor plumb-
ing?" a student asked in the . 
short film. The questions 
were mostly met with laugh-
ter while the African students 
explained that the stereotypes 
are often misunderstood and 
do not represent the _ emire 
continent. 
Other . stUdents were 
.shown pictUres from . three 
different . cities and asked 
which one they thought was 
Afr:ica. Two were of devel- . 
oped. cities with . skyscrapers, 
and the third ' one was from 
a seemingly impoverished 
village. Some of the srudents 
immediately stated the im-
poverished city was Africa, . 
while the developed cities 
were elsewhere, but the im-
poverished city belonged in 
South America, and the Afri-
can city was one of the devel-
oped ciries. 
See AFRICA,' page 25 
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT 
G e· ·Anderson 
had to do was a set 
I did for my thesis, 
and I don't think 
it was [because] it 
was SQ difficult, it's 
more because I'm 
my own worst crit-
ie. [The set] had 
to be documented 
and several profes-
sors vvere to go over 
every inch of the 
paperwork, so I re-
ally beat myself .lip 
over anything that 
didn't seem quite 
right. I had to go 
back and do things 
aYer that didn't 
seem quite perfect. 
It was not necessar-
ily the hardest set, 
but I have a need 
Builds sets for the Touhill · 
~ SEQUITA BEAN 
Features Editor 
Glen Anderson is an assis-
tant professor of technical the-
atre and design at the University 
of Missouri-St. Louis. His work 
has appeared in "Light and Sound 
America," "Dance Teacher !vlaga-
zine," ('Muse Magazine" and on the 
cover of "Southern Theatre." He has 
trained in both American ~nd Eu-
ropean theatrical design philosophy 
and has worked with theatre groups 
all around the country. 
The Current: How did you get into 
scenic design? 
Glen Anderson: It's a bmily 
business. My father was a scenic de-
signer, so as a child I watched him. 
Eventually I got into . it. I actually 
started as an actor and the fam-
ily was quite disappointed 
when I got into scenic de-
sign. They wanted me to 
be an acroL 
TC: Your 7"t'51mZe puts 
you. allover the us. H ow 
did you end up in Missouri? 
MICHELLE KAUFMAN / THE CURRENT 
GA: I grew up in Kan-
sas, and I alway s id when 
1 started my teaching ca-
reer that I wan ted ro starr 
in the Midwest. \X/hen I 
was at the University of 
Florida, a professor I had 
told me that his key to 
Mr. Anderson in the wood working area of his basement shop in 
the General Services Building, which houses much of the scene 
design and construction material for the Theater & Dance de-
partment 
incurring graduate students was to 
get them from the Midwest. He felt 
that we had a better work ethic ... 
I think we do possibly have a differ-
ent view on life in the Mid,vest; we 
see things differently. 
I feel like I can relate to people 
here, that's .why I ca91C back to 
teach in the Midwest. I feel com-
fortable here, and I really like the 
size of [illvl-St. Lollis). 
TC: Wha.t was your javorit.e set to 
work on . and what was yOur m ost dif-
ficult? 
GA:. The hardest set that I ever 
to have things at a certain q uali ry 
level. [My favorite serJ-that's hard. 
I look back and once 1 m de-
tached from [the set] completely, 
then I feel good about it. There ; re 
things that I've done-near cutting 
edge piec~ that were exciting . . 
TC: What do you hope your stu-
dents take away from your cla.s.ses? 
GA That's hard to say, I have sev-
eraldifferent srudenr,s and I think 
everyone needs somethi~g different 
from the 'class~ Not everyone needs 
the same thing from me. I want to 
inspire them to do their best wheth-
er it be scenic design, lighting de-
sign, or anything. Even if they don't 
enfoy the course, I want them to fed 
like it's something they can under-
stand and can be interested in. . 
TC: \Vhat is your /awrite thing 
ttbout teaching? 
GA: I think my favorite thing 
"about teaching is inspiring. I'm pas-
sionate about" what I do, a.nd I'm 
passionate enough that I reall want 
to share that. I think everyone can 
attain value from what I do and 
Jearning abOttL the art of theatre. 
TC W'hat is something quirky 
about you that your s.tLtdents dt;71~t 
/...'7ww? 
GA: I dont know, my smdenrs 
-know a lot about me. My students 
don't know that I actually started off 
as a child aC;tQ[ ... 'and I also grew~' 
up on a f.um and I raised sheep! 
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Mundane surrealism 
Comedian Steven Wright stumbles 
through two hour'set at TOl1-hill 
"The reason I'm so laid 
back is because I smoked. a 
lot of Ritalin in high school, 
comedian Steven Wright said 
as' he meandered across the 
stage at the Touhill Saturday 
night. 
Wright is possibly best 
known for his bit parts in 
some seminal movies of the 
past 10 years: the psychiatrist 
who treats Robert Dmvney 
J r.'s character in "'Natural 
Born Killers," the guy on the 
couch in "Half Baked," and 
of course, the illy, mundane 
voice of a DJ at radio station 
K-Billy in Quentin Taran-
tino's first ~ Reservoir 
Dogs. ' 
But these cameo appear-
ances are not the reason for 
Wrights celebrity and cer-
tainly not why he managed to 
nearly pack both levels of me .. 
lower theater ' at the Touhill -
Pedorming Arts Center. 
Since the 1980s he has 
made a brand of his deadpan 
delivery of observational non 
sequiturs. 
With a throaty voice that 
sounds like he has taken [00 
' many bong hits [0 match 
his shabby appearance and 
profoundly existential one-
liners Wright laid the path 
that led other comedians like ' 
Mitch Hedburg [0 stardom. 
During a two-hour set 
Wright wandered across the 
stage delivering pithy one-
liner after dry, pithy one-
liner~ stringing together the 
occasional story our of them 
rhat sounded more like beat 
poetry raps when told , than 
jokes. 
He also occasionally 
stopped to pick up an acous-
tic guitar and strum out a 
song. 
See MUNDANE, page 20 
Emmerich is at it again, dctstroying America for the third 
time via slick digital camera, CGI effects, and untold mil-
lions of budgeting. Something this fun to make should be, 
ar very least, fun to watch .. Since John Cusack stopped J:>e-
ing fun about 12 years ago and Amanda Peec has never 
been fun we're screwed by way of mairi characters, but 
wait- is thar a world monwnent collapsing/explodingl 
imploding/burninglbei~g swallowed up by the earth over 
there? Why I do believe it is! B- -Chris Stnoart. 
The Box. Richard "1 made Donny Darko!" Kelly's tepid. 
dumb, duli att~mpt at a thriller ends up being a moral 
quandry pitched as a creepshow curiosity. Cameron Diaz 
and James Marsden both' hotve their place in this world, but 
it is not in this awful movie. C- ....;,Chri.r SteitJart. 
Where the Wild Things Are. Maurice Senda.l(s 
beloved children's boole gets the hig .. screen. treannent by 
, visual vlrruO$O director Spike Jonze. 'The film's success-on 
severallevds is undeniable and it' sure to transport you to 
a nostalgic dreamscape where anything is possible. That i$~ 
if you can bare to ee a timeless bq6k given ~ permanent 
"2009 hipster" Stamp and an Atcade Fire ~undtrack. B' 
-Chris Stewart 
'- . 
'. 
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+ guys improved their game 
.. ... 'II the Axe Hair Crisis Relief Center. 
And tHLS - kBep up your great efforts, 
and temind the guys in your life that hair mattelS. 
.... A&E 
If you are going to see the 
environmental apocalypse film 
"2012" solely for the special ef-
fects, you are headed in the right 
direction. If you are lured to 
"2012" by star John Cusack and 
with hopes of story and acting, 
you have made a wrong turn. 
"2012" is all about the visual 
effects, which are in fact spec-
tacular. But the story is familiar 
and thin, characters exist mostly 
to run from things and provide 
some Ironic comic relie£ and 
there is a minimum of real hu-
manity in this overlong two-and-
a-half-hour movie. The premise 
about the Mayan calendar pre-
dicting the end of the world is 
mostly used to get the destruc-
tion rolling. 
Director/writer/producer Ro-
land Emmerich destroys iconic 
buildings and I1ational and reli-
gious symbols around the world 
with wild abandon, tearing apart 
cities and landscapes with jaw-
. dropping earthquakes, volcanic 
Reachi g new heights of 
muf cal theater at the Fox 
"In the Heights," the 2008 
Best Musical Tony a\vard winner, 
is "West Side Story," "Fiddler on 
the Roof," and "Rent," but has 
enough Latin flava' to distance 
itself from all three. Set in pres-
ent-day New York's Washington 
Heights and centered around a 
small community of primarily 
Latinos, the musical touches on 
themes of poverty, city life, cul-
_ tUre, death and education, but at 
its heart it is about dreams, hopes 
and the community that makes a 
place a home. It is showing at the 
Fox Theater until Nov. 22 and 
is an upbeat musical filled with 
a tirelessly energetic and capable 
cast. 
Indeed, "In the Heights" is 
similar to other musicals because 
. of its setting ("Rent," "West Side 
Story"), its main cast consisting of 
idealist 20-somethings ("Rent") 
and thematic elements such as 
tradition or racial communities 
("West Side Story," "Fiddler on 
the Roof"). 
However, the musical still 
manages to stand apart from its 
predecessors and masters the fine 
line between paying homage to 
the greats in Broadway past with-
out ripping them off. 
In fact, this is seen in the' open-
ing number called (three guesses 
~ \3uu~
COURTESY / COLUMBIA TRISTAR MARKETING GROUP 
e ru ptio ns and tsunamis like JOU 
have never seen. On a far larger 
scale, the destruction is at times 
reminiscent of footage of the dev-
astating Asian tsunami and, dis-
turbingly, of 9/11 when bodies 
in long shot fall from destroyed 
skyscrapers. 
Everything is on the biggest 
possible scale, and shots are from 
a great distance, so we can see 
Califorpla falling into the ocean, 
for example, but the director 
populates his destruction with 
as to why) "In the Heights," 
when Col~ Porter is quickly ref-
erenced between lyrics rapped by 
the show's protagonist, Usnavi 
(Kyle Beltran). The hip-hop in-
fluence in the show is ever-pres-
ent, with Usnavi or his cousin 
Sonny (ShaUll Taylor-Corbett) 
enough human figures so that 
this film is not for the kiddies. 
While ali this visual stuff is 
technically awesome, the story 
that frames all this wholesale 
computer generated devastation 
is less cutting-edge. 
The global disaster begins 
with a silly story about magically 
transformed neuuinos from the 
sun targeting an~ heating up the 
Earth's core. 
often rapping instead of sing-
_ ing, and instead of seeming ex-
- traneous to the theater stage, the 
raps manage to be a revitalizing 
upgrade to traditional Broadway 
libretto. 
See HEIGHTS, page 20 
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SWEET JAMS 
This week's top 5 iTunes 
downloads as reviewed by-
The Current's Chris Stewart 
Fa~rly pet:lestllan 
piano-guitar meb 
low pOR. -lfiree RIce 
youfl9 folks with 
mmal'lce m theiT L.-.;. ___ ,---,,-=-=-...,;.=-:~ ! 
hearts, minor chords Of' their minds, a d 
~ pertly unremarkable r~suIt5~ mU5ic-~ise 
aybe next time lacfy Antebellum will ta 
a cue from a ceTtaffl other Lady> Crazy sells, 
2 'Fireflies' Owl City 
Have you heard? 
Since Owl City an-
nounc1:Q that they 
would be playing at 
,- -:-- ":~ic""~~~~:' 
OWLC1TY 
,~_~,... .. " "'~1Iac,.;:.., 
...... -" ~. '- ... 
"'-:r.-. 
t~e Pageant a flock L----,,.,...,,....--,,--~----:-i 
of quirky woodland creatures have fash;. 
ioned a rainbow palace' out of the dreams 
of adventurous young children. 'Go-see fOr 
yourself, I'm not making this one, up. ~ -
\ -
"""'1 
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Additionally, although 
some racial tensions appear 
in the play-for instance 
when Benny (Rogelio Doug-
las J r.), a non-Hispanic, seeks 
the blessing. of Nina's (Arielle 
Jacobs) father Kevin (Daniel 
Bolero) and IS denied-the 
play does not revolve around 
such tensions as a musical 
such as "West Side Story" 
does. 
Actually, political topics 
such as racism rarely mate-
rialize In "In the Heights," 
which might be the assump-
tion with the story centering 
on a Latino community. 
Instead, the play focuses 
on the positive happenings 
in Latin communities, and 
educates the audience of the 
HEIGHTS, from page 19 
familial culture that commu-
nities of immigrants, or per-
sons of similar backgrounds, 
invoke. This approach does 
not resonate as ignorant but 
more so as a refreshing vari-
ance to [he norm. 
Also, the Spanish language 
is used throughour the show, 
with musical numbers even 
titled in Spanish, for q-
ample, "Paciencia y Fe," or 
patience and faith, sung by 
Abuela Claudia (Elise San-
tora). The use of Spanish is 
not at all alienating, it actu-
ally serves to further inunerse 
audience members in the 
lives lived by the inhabitants 
of Washington Heights. 
"In the Heights" probably 
will not invoke any serious 
conversations abour racial 
equality or start any contro-
versy at the Fox. The show 
will, however, leave audiences 
with a new-found apprecia-
tion for Latin and other com-
munities living in the United 
States. 
For those audience mem-
bers who are Latin-American, 
the show "will lend a deeply-
rooted. meaning, one that 
might be lost on other Sr. 
Louisians. 
Nevertheless, "'In the 
Heights" will certainly give 
all audiences leaving the 
Fox Theater that gift of toe-
tapping, toothy-smile type 
happiness, no matter meir 
culture, race or creed. A-
-Jessica Keil 
Visit www.thecurrentonline.c m for 
The Current's interview it., 'In the Heights' star 
Natalie Caruncho 
Wright's observations 
and remarks included that 
he thought it was odd that 
only one company makes the 
game Monopoly, that you 
never see advertisements for 
string, and that he is writing 
an unauthorized autobiogra-
phy and when it is published 
he will sue himself. 
''I'm addicted to place-
bos," Wright said. "I could 
quit anytime." 
Surrealism is the key to his 
humor. "I once went fishing 
with Salvador Dali," \Vright 
said as he shuffled across the 
stage. "He used a dotted line. 
He caught every other fish." 
According to Wright's 
jokes, his interactions with 
everyone, from his third 
grade teacher, police officers 
One new player the Tri-
tons expect to be a big per-
former for them this year 
is Zach Redel, sophomore, 
undecided. Redel is a 6'7" 
power forward from Webster 
Groves who transferred to 
UM-St. Louis this year after 
starting for rival Central Mis-
souri State's 30-5 Final Four 
MUNDANE, from page ·17 
and the owner of a map store 
whom he asked if he had 
anything that was not a top 
view, have all ended in tears 
on their pan. The effect of 
being in the audience that 
night also had the power of 
reducing a person to tears, 
not from laughter but from 
boredom. Wright's shtick 
holds up well if it is a cameo 
bi[ in a movie or TV show 
appearance, but as a t\vo-
hour stage set it becomes as 
monotonous as his voice. 
By the end of the two 
hours, Wright was very much 
the stoned friend or pot deal-
er. who outstays their wel-
come, telling addled stories 
that do not make any sense 
but merit a chuckle or two, 
and strumming absentmind-
BASKETBAll, from page 12 
team from l~t year. 
Other neY' players to the 
program inch-l:de Meramec 
Community College tran.s-
. fer Eddie White; junior, and 
Alonzo Wrickerson, junior, as 
well as freshmen signees Jon-
athan Carter, Nico Oestbye, 
Lance Cannon, and' Vinnie 
Raimando. 
edly on a guitar. But with 
t\vo hours to fill, \Vright's hu-
mor turned from the happy 
ban ter he is known for to an 
uncomfortably dark rant on 
suicide, death, arrest, se..x re-
jection and disappointment. 
Toward the end of his set, 
the comedian wandered off 
stage all together. "I just re-
membered, my mother told 
me to never talk to strangers," 
he explained. 
During the long interlude 
between his explanation .and 
return to the stage th~ audi-
ence chuckled merrily. But 
when Wright came back, 
he offered perhaps the best 
analysis of his act in his O"wn 
words: ''I'm insane, you just 
think it's a show."C+ -Andy 
Phipps 
The Tritons will open 
the season this Wednesday, 
Nov. 18, when they will host 
Blackburn College at the 
Mark Twain Building. UM-
St. Louis will host another 
ho~e game on Tuesday, Nov. 
24, when they will take on ri-
val Truman State. Both games 
are set to tipoff at 7 p.m 
This leads to a melting 
and loosening of the Earth's 
crust to create all of those 
spectacular earthq uakes, 
. tsunanlis and other geologi-
cal effects. 
The hwnan side of the 
tale is largely recycled from 
a host of other disaster mov-
ies, including this director's 
"Day After Tomorrow" and 
Independence Day," going 
back to the "Poseidon Ad-
venture" and '".Airport, and 
good doses of other special-
effects Armageddons. Char-
acters are nvo-dirnensional 
and most of what the actors 
do is provide some enter-
taining humor that riffs on 
current events. 
What story it has is most-
ly silly and preposterous, 
and the human side is rather 
thin. In fact, the film has 
an extra half hour to try to 
2010, from page 19 
build in some hwnan feel-
ing with a dramatic rescue 
that is more predictable than 
dramatic. 
The cast is actually better 
than the movie's thin plot. 
John Cusack plays divorced 
father Jackson Curtis, a not-
too-successful science fic-
tion writer who picks up his 
two kids for a camping nip 
in Yellowstone-just where 
you want to be in a geologic 
upheaval. This kind of sly 
hwnor is \voven throughout 
the movie, providing plenty 
of comic ironies that are the 
main role for the character 
in this film. 
Woody Harrelson plays 
conspiracy theorist Charlie 
FIost, while Chiwetel Ejio-
. for plays the geologic sci-
entist who alerts me U.S. 
goverrunent to the impend-
ing destruction. Danny 
Glover is the decent U.S. 
President Thomas Wilson, 
with his daughter played by 
Than'9ie Newton, while Oli-
ver Platt plays his efficient 
chief of staff, who has a Dick 
Cheney type plan to save 
onJy the executive branch of 
government. 
There are throw-away bits 
about the rich, privileged 
and spoiled brats, Tibetan 
monks, construction work-
ers and overlooked Indian 
scientists, money over peo-
ple, secrecy and co~spiracy, 
all of which is fun but which 
does not really form much 
of a plot. 
"2012" is worth seeing if 
your major reason for going 
is to see spectacular special 
effects. If you think there 
should be something more, 
you will be disappointed. C-
-Cate Marquis 
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E the hate 
This pa.st week a world-renound hate group 
visited the Sr. Louis area to spread their mes- . 
sages of discrimination and intolerance. The 
Westboro Baptist Church, the source of this 
message, ha.s been called many things over the 
years: intolerant, homophobic, racist, anti-Se-
mitic, and anti-American among others. They 
have been labeled as both hate group and a 
cult by such preeminent organizations like the 
Anti-Defamation Leagu'e and the Southern 
Poverty Law Center. 
The WBC's modus operandi is to travel 
the nation, spreading their perverse inter-
pretation of Christianity, 'Yhich is that "God 
Hates the World". They believe that their God 
kills soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan to pun-
iSh America for its tolerance of homo~c~uals 
and picket their funerals holding hate spew-
ing signs. The group also protests stores that 
sell Swedish built vacuum cleaners because of 
the countrys t 1 rance' of homo, exual ity and 
believes that Pr idcnt Barr ck ama is the 
anticrui t . 
In ad irion to th warped b liefs nd 
practices the 60 memb r congregation (Pri-
marily compris d b fam ily m ' mbers of 
tion which is the idea that God chooses who 
will be saved and who will be damned. They 
take this [0 mean that they will be saved an'd 
that the rest of us are damned. 
1he Current believes that the members of 
the WBC defame all Christians as well a.s all 
other people of faith that believe in the con-
cept of a just and loving God. We are not sure 
which deity the \'V'B C is referring to 'when 
they mention "God": but we do not think it 
is that God of Christianity, the Hebrews, or 
of Islam, who is mentioned in their reJigious 
texts as being all-loving and all-forgiving. The 
WBC's belief in a God that is a vengeful and 
terrible spirit; with no love spared for any-
one or anything except his predestined few is 
\"rrong. 
We also bdi e that possibly the worst 
thing about the W BC is not it.s "anti-every-
thing stance or its mi guided, offending 
attempts to make people aware of their irn-
pending damnat.ion . It could be that they are 
d troying' thei r own childr n b' exposing 
th m t their , tr mi:;m. 
WEC ~ under d Phelp lieves that h 
end tim are at hand and that they are the 
only p . pIe righ t ous enough to pa.ss into 
h aven. Th ugh their m.me uggests that they 
are akin to mainstream Baptists, they are not. 
If anything, their theological b Ii fs are more 
akin to the exrreme Calvinism of the 16th cen-
tury. WBC members believe in 'divine elec-
\VBC member. routinely bring their Ul-
dr n to their vents to h ld up igns read-
ing "God Hat Fags" an "God Killed our 
Kids" . l11e e hildren are being indoctrinated 
with haued at 'an incredibly young and sensi-
tive a~ . We w nder whar kind of a childhood 
compreb~nd, or ha an opin.ion of do s not 
bode well for their fumre. 
PHIL FREEMAN / THE CURRENT 
lie. But e absolutely abhor the WBe 's use of 
that same right EO promot an ignorant and 
bigoted agenda. 
Ina 
dyi g 
industry, 
a local 
resurrection 
e the so-called parents of hese children ro-
viding their offspr'ng? 
It is ind ed a t tament to America's First 
Am ndment and fr pe ch laws that this 
group is allowed to pre-ad their message of 
hate and negati ity.'" 'WI at The Currmt hold 
these same rights close to our hearts· cu we use 
them to report the news and inform the pub-
While we belie .. e that this group deserves 
the same rights as anybod . d;e l we do not 
believe that they or their message has a time 
or a place, anytime or anywhere except buried 
deep in the garbage pile of history. 
Bringing children along and forcing them 
to participate "in things they cannot possibly 
This past week saw the reemer-
gence of an old stalwart of local jour-
nalism when it was announced that 
the St. Louis Globe-Democrat would 
be returning to publication. Granted 
it will be an online-only for~lat, b~lt 
we at 'The Current find'" this to be a 
'surprising and encouraging develop-
m~nt. 
The Globe-Democrat brand 
has an interesting pa.st in its previ-
ous print format. For thirty years it 
worked in stride with its rival, The 
, St., Louis Post-Dispatch. The Globe-
Democrat ran as the mornin'g paper 
while the Post-Dispatch was distrib-
uted ih the afternoon. Interesting 
to remember that there Wa.s a time 
when newspapers were theomain way 
people got their news, necessitating 
such a setup. ' . 
Ultimately, the changing media 
landscape caught up with the paper. 
In 1986; the Globe-Democrat cea.sed 
'publication in the race of declining 
readership in the St. Louis media 
market and a stagnant economy. 
Ironically; it is during such a similar 
environment in the media and the 
economy that the Globe-Democrat 
will retUrn to the St.Louis media 
market. 
It remains to be seen to seen. if the 
revitalized Globe-Democrat editori-
als will be as politically conservative 
as their old print addition. The Globe 
ha.s announced that they will run Pat 
Buchanan's syndicatecf column. Co-
incidentally it wa.s the Globe-Demo-
crat who gave a young Mr. Buchanan 
a job as an editorial writer in 1961, 
jump-starting his career. 
In terms of editorial slant, the 
Globe-Democrat wa.s often the rhe-
torical i~sponse to The Post-Dis-
patch's more liberal editorial page 
decades ago, And while it is always 
good to have both sides of any issue 
covered, preferably' in the same p;-
per, we at The . C1!-rrent hope that the 
'editorial opinions of this new media 
stay just there .. 
Regardless, ~th news media out-
~ lets downsizing, merging or shutting 
down all togeth~r it is. c9mforting to 
hear that their are people out there 
who are willing to put in the time 
and energy as well a.speople willing 
to invest the capitol needea to make 
a venture like this one, which ha.s th~ 
potential to bt;come in butlet for lo-
cal media, happen. 
The new Globe-Democrat will 
join The St. Louis Beacon a.s purvey-
ors of the free, online-only news sites 
that ·focus on local issues. It wHl have 
a r~ther large pool of talented and 
exp~rienced local journalists to pick 
from to staff their ranks (compli-
ments of the Post-Dispatch layoffs). 
They have already named Rob 
Rains,. a veteran sports~!riter and au-
thor to be their spons editor." It' will 
be interesting to see who else they 
will add to their ma.sthead before 
the new news site o$cially goes on~ 
line December 8. Ultimately it re-
ally doesn't really matter how people 
receive their news. Whether it is in 
printed form or ,electronically, it is 
that they have access to it that mat-
t~rs the 'most. The Globe-Democrat 
will be a welcoming addition to the 
local news. 
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Fox News head Murdoch wants 
you to pay for your digital news 
I have a conti ssion to 
make-I am kl ptomaniac. 
I n v r thou;:;,h t I w ' , bur ap-
parently I am. 
At least according to Ru-
pert 1vfurdoch . Murdoch is 
the CEO of ews Corp.-
better known as the man be-
hind Fox News. He is quickly 
making a new name for 
himself, however, a.s a strong 
proponent of the "p~id nev.rs" 
business model. 
-- "Paid news" is the idea 
that people should pay for the digital news they consume; just 
a.s' you hav~ to pay for a newspaper subscription in order to 
read the newspaper, \(leb sites should start charging for access. 
On a ba.sic level, it do~s make sense-if you have to pay a 
subscription for a newspaper, shouldn't YOll have to pay for 
access to that paper's Web site? 
1vlurdoch is one of paid news' staunchest supporters. He 
spoke a little over a month ago at the World Media Summit 
in Beijing, China. His message there was clear: if you want to 
read news, you are going to have to pay for it. 
"Of course there should be a price paid for quality con-
tent," Murdoch said. "Yet large media organizations have been 
submissive in the face of the flat-earthers who insisted that all 
content should be free all the time." 
Ouch. That is harsh. 
"The aggr~gators and the plagiarists will soon have to pay 
a price for the co-opting of our content," Murdoch said. "But 
if we do not take advantage of the current movement toward 
paid-for content, it will be the content creators ... who will 
pay the ultimate price and the content kleptomaniacs will tri-
umph." 
There we have it. T am a content kleptomaniac, simply be-
cause I frequent sites like· news.google.com, cnn.com, news. 
bbc.co.uk and nytimes.com to get my daily dose of news: All 
of those sites do not require users to register with or pay for use 
of the site before they can read an article. 
If Murdoch has . his way, that will change. The problem is 
that he, is going about this the wrong way. "Content creators" 
should be paid for the work they produce, but trying to force 
people to pay for them simply will not work. 
The New York Times tried that up until a few years ago. 
Most of their Web site used to be locked down behind a "pay 
wall"-that is, cert~in sections were available only to paid sub-
scribers . 
• J The Times eventually recanted this stance and opened ~ide 
,the doors to their site, deciding that the ' revenue gained from 
a yearly subscription fee would not be as large as the 'p'otential 
revenue they could make from a free site with an' increased ad 
presence. 
Sure enough, as soon as the "pay wall" was 'removed, the 
Times' Web site started receiving more page views, which in 
turn got them more money from advertisers. 
See MURDOCH, page 23 
Gods among men: our celeb.rity obsession 
If I hear ODe more time . 
how awesome the guy from 
Twilight is or how much 
of a shame it was that 1v11-
chael Jackson died, I might 
go nuts and shave my head, 
Britney Spe-ars style. 
Not really. But peoples 
obsessions with celebrities 
are annoying. Don't get me 
wrong, I think it would be 
cool to meet Blink 182 or 
\Vill Smith, who I do not 
think ha.s failed in anyone 
role he has played. 
However, I do not have 
celebrity posters covering ev-
ery inch of my wall, I refuse 
to stand in line for a eek 
to purchase tickets to any-
thing) ~and I barely know 
the names of members of 
bands I like. 
\,,\'hy are , people so 
~g-ho over celebricies? 
Wh:r do people find them-
selves knowing more abollt 
a celebrity than their best 
friend? As much as I liked 
Michael Jackson's music, 
I do no~ understand why 
certain people swore to end 
their life when he died. Per-
sonall:', I felt sad, but I did 
not know the guy. 
It is fascinating to me 
when someone becomes so 
obsessed with celebrities that 
they can not only give me 
their full names and ages, 
but Gal1 also divulge the 
stars' favorite things to eat, 
their views on love, and me 
quantity and names of their 
pets. 
- Granted, I do not see a.s 
many people ripping a star's 
clothes to shreds or Stalk-
ing them across the country -
as\vas the fad in the mid-
1 90s. Ho er, that could 
be argued to be a result of 
-increased security for celeb-
rities and the easy access to 
their information on web~ 
sites like Omg . . :ilioo.com or 
Tmz.com. 
People treat celebrities 
like they ·are gods. Yet, all 
of them were born the same 
way the rest of us were, and 
some even had "normal" up-
bringings. \~rhy was Jessica 
Simpson's y.'eight gain the 
biggest news one man ill? 
Or that someone slipped 
up on a photo sh'oot and did 
not edit out Kim Kardashi-
an's cellulite? Unless Jessica's 
weight gain or Kim's cellulite 
have the capability to im-
plode the earth, who really 
needs to care besides them? 
The media has over-ex-
aggerated certain people to 
make them seem , untouch-
abk. Reading something in 
a magazine, seeing it on the 
tlig screen, or hearing it on 
the radio does not make it 
true. A majority orthe time, 
things :lie altered to make 
NUMBERS, from page 5 
celebrities seem above us 
"contrr'loners." 
If you looked online hard 
enough, or actually sat down 
and talked with certain ce-
lebrities, you would see 
their unaltered ' i~age and 
-End that their per.sonalities 
do not always match your 
expectations. Who we may 
have judged a flawless and 
philanthropic person could, 
in reality, . be an average-
looking jerk. 
If we really want to wor-
ship people, should we not 
foCus on people that have ac-
mally made a bigger impact 
on Qur world than just being 
eye candy? 
Why aren't mQre people 
obsessed with Nelson t..1an-
del a, Amory Lovins or Sura-
ya Pakzad? 
I am 'not suggesting that 
we- should stand outside 
their doors and have their 
phone numbers on speed 
dial, bur it would make a lot 
more sense to me to admire 
these people than' certain 
others. 
Right now, a lot of fossil carbon is loCked up in permafrost. k the permafrost thaws, that carbon is released, in the form 
of methane, a more potent global warming gas than C02, to the atmosphere. And there are oceans. Now, they absorb excess 
carbon but as, they do, they lose t~is ability to act as a carbon sink a.s they become more saturated. . 
Fortunately, the world already has dealt effectively with two major environment threats: CFCs that were harming the 
ozone laver and acid rain from sulfur dioxide emissions. 
We h;ve the tools, we just need to act. But our actions must be effective, and not ineffective gest~res. Real-world climate . 
data indicates allowing C02 levels to raise to 450 ppm is not an dfective strategy, no matter how polhically appealing. The· 
number we need is 350 ppm. 
~ OPINIONS 
SEX COLUMN 
Turn on the Lights: 
"What is a good way to speak with your sexual partner about 
hygeine?" -Doing the Dirty with Someone Di'rty 
DDSD has brought up a very important point when it 
comes (Q sexual hygiene. We call it 'doing the dirty,' because it 
pretty much is. Think about it. We exchange fluids, we sweat 
. .. and the smells! Sex would seem pretty foul to us if we 
weren't into that sort of thing. 
As American.s, we place a high importance on hygiene: you 
should ,smell good, look good, and then, feel good. However, 
there are always people who miss out on the memo. 
, What then should you do when you come across one of 
these people? Well, there are a few options. 
Option 1: Dump them 
This is the easiest way to deal with the problem, DDSD. If 
you aren't too deep into the relationship just yet-lose their 
number. You know you've done it before. 
However, the circumstances have to be right. Don't go 
dwnping someone you work with and who you will have to 
see five days a week, 9-5. That would make for some awkward 
water-cooler gossip. 
This doe~ not work for e~erybody th-ough. If you like the 
person and still want to continue with him/her--Qr if you 
think it would hurt their feelings-there are other options. 
Option 2: Head-on collision 
Say to them, "Last night when I was going down on you, 
I was picking hair from my teeth for five minutes. Can you 
please shave?" 
Whether the concern is their 'lQs style au natutal pubic 
hair that is gagging you, or they ,don't keep their foreskin 
clean-just be honest about the i~sue. Maybe YOut girl isn't 
fresh down below and needs t() s~e a doctor about [hat possible 
yeast infection. Any of these are legitimate reasons to speak 
with your partner. , 
No one should have to deal with anything unpleasant when 
_ they are having sex/ This is the most direct way ro deal with 
the problem, ansi 'leaves no room for ~iscommunica:tion or 
misconceptions due to indirect hints. 
Option 3: The soft and pink approach 
Some people cannot be direct about any awkward issue, no 
matter what. If this is you DDSD, all hope is not lost. There 
are ambiguous ways to hint t6 your partner and skirt the awk-
w?-rd conversation about bad hygiene. 
, For example, suggest tab-
iog a shower together if you 
like a clean and fresh person 
to have sex with. Simply push 
until he or she gives in, but' 
be coy and tactful about it. 
Once he/she scans to notice 
, that every time you all get 
down to business you are sug-
gestinga shower, your part-
ner will catch up. 
Sadly, interventions on 
pubic landscaping are not as 
subtle. It is much more diffi-
cult to be indirect when asking a partner to shave or trim their 
nether regions. Being creative is required for this option. You 
could mention that a friend was talking about how erotic sex 
feels when the couple is shaved. Stress the "we" on this one by 
saying, maybe we should try it. 
There are a variety of options here for dealing with the is-
sue at hand, depending on the situation. I always suggest the 
direct version, unless you are not into your partner' eno'ugh 
to deal with the problem. If your partner does not feel like 
accommodating your request regarding their hygiene, he/she 
may not be worth the time. 
Nick Bishop is a seni07' u10rkillg on his bachelor's degree 
in. psychology, and is an active. sexual minority researcher at 
the undergraduate level All inj01"1lLariOtl given iTt this col-
umn should be taken only at face ualue, and any m.ajo1' de-
cisions regardt:ng y ou r sexual, physical, 01' nnotional health 
should be disc1lssed with your medical doctor or mental.-
health P]'ofessionaL 
The university Health, -weUness, and Counsf!ling Ser-
1Jice~j located 011 the first floor of tI?e M SC is available. to , 
assist any student witl, issues COllCe17ling mental orphysical 
health and weliness, andco'n be cOf/.tactedat314-516-5711,. 
The advice given in this column. is 7Wt intended to pro-
mote or discourage. sex, promiscuity, or infidelity, The ad-
vice gi'lJen to one ituli-l.'idual may not be the best a4vice for 
another due to possible contrasting circumstances. 
MURDOCH, from page 22 
So tar that is the best way to approach the idea of "who pays for the news'~-advenisers, of course. It just makes sense. 
Murdoch, on the other hand, has' decided that his online readers are a bunch of "flat-earrhers"and "kleptomaniacs". 
Last week, he threatened t.9 stop Google from indexing any and all of News Corp.'s"Web sites, including foxnews.com and 
wsj .com. "We'd rather have fewer people coming to our Web site but paying," Murdoch said. . 
Really? This idea of "paid news" has been tried before. It is a terrible idea, and the only 'thing Murdochai::ldNews Corp. will 
achieve by enforcing ,this ridiculous policy is driving traffic to news Web sites that are free to read. ' 
Like me New York Times, for example. . . 
Have you had your dose 
·of ~h( [u~rnt today? 
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FASHION COLUMN 
The expensive art of 
looking cheap 
Once upon a time, 
wearin'g multiple layers of 
clothes was reserVed for 
those who circumstan-
tially lived outdoors. That's 
right, homeless people. 
However, in the last five 
years or so, homeless men 
and women, have inspired 
the "homeless c~ic" crend. 
The trend consists of wear-
ing as ' many layers as fash-
ion deems necessary while 
simultaneously looking ef-
fortless and not tacky. 
Other areas of the trend 
include wearing a bunch of 
layered looks that appear to 
be unkempt, or disheveled. 
The culprit-I mean cre-
ator of this trend-is none 
other than 11ary-Kate Ol-
sen. Ever since ~ paparnzi 
snapped pictures of the 
famo us twin ex:i ting a Star-
bucks back in 2004 with 
a venti lane and about six 
outfits on at once, layering 
has become the new, weil, 
non-layering. 
Since Mary-Kate, design- . 
ers from Jeremy Scott, to 
Michael Kors have cished 
in on the layering trend. 
Even stores like Forever 21 
and American Eagle have 
made layering styles and 
look books for us regular 
folk. "Hom~less chic" is ev-
erywhere on everyone, and 
quite honestly I'm quite 
tired of it: 
Don't get me wrong....:.-.I 
actually like the trend, and 
it's appreciated now when 
it is donecorrecdy. It takes 
a speCial' sort of fashionable 
person to pUll off the ' look 
without actually looking 
homeless. 
The problem is that first, 
it is called "homeleSs chic," 
which is extremely offensive 
because in real life there is 
nothing chic about being 
homeless. 
There is an even big-
ger problem with design-
ers making fortU?es in the 
name of one , of our coun-
try's biggest problems. The 
homeless live on the streets, 
disgraced from society, but 
there is a desire to dress like 
them? There is something 
unequivocally wrong with 
that notion. 
Michael Bastian , de-
6igned a homeless chic line 
for B.ergdorf Goodman for 
the Fall!Winter fashion sea-
son 2009. Just one of his 
"homeless" looks-a t-.shirr, 
two button-up shirts, sweat-
er, fringed shorts and knee-
high socks-costs a whop-
ping $1,800. That does not 
include the banged-up look-
ing oxfords the mannequin 
was sporting. 
The sweater is purposely 
dingy and the shorts even 
have stains made on them. 
Michael Bastian has a 
brilliant eye for design, and , 
is credited for bringing "true 
Americana" back to men's 
fashion, but he is taking this 
trend way 'too far. It's not 
just him, either. 
It is the same with com-
panies like ArrusApparel us-
ing real guns to shoot holes 
in their shirts and jeans to 
make the ripped and dingy 
look more realistic. Their 
shirts alone are $100 a pop, 
and they are sold-out on the 
company's website. 
The real question is: how 
did we get, to a place where 
looking homeless was cool? 
Someone needs to call 
out the fashion industry. 
See FASI;IION, page 24 
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The other college 
Di apointed with North 
Campus professors? Try 
the' ho ors college 
The Pierre Laclede Hon-
ors College may be one of 
the best parts of University of 
Missouri-St. Louis. 
The College represents the 
diveTse body of students who 
comprise it, allowing each of 
them a niche off the beaten 
path of a typical university 
experience and a chance to 
receive a liberal education. 
Although many students are 
deterred by the extra work in 
the Honors College, the ad-
vantage I have received from 
my own participation has. ex-
ceeded the drawbacks. 
My real appreciation for 
the Honors College came 
after I asked for help from a 
professor for a business class. 
I have never being great 
with numbers (and it was 
a macli related course) , I 
thought I would seek help 
early to avoid falling behind 
in a class I was already wor-
ried about doing poorly in. 
I caught · my professor in 
the hall one day and asked 
him if there were turors for 
his class. 
With a dubious look he 
tOld me that if I needed help 
so soon in the semester I 
might as well drop the class. 
Apparantly, a~cording to 
this parti~ular professor's log-
ic there was no way I would 
pass if I was asking for help 
three or four weeks in. 
Call me crazy, but I never 
realized seeking additional 
help on someming was a sign 
-that I'd fail a class. 
In me~Honors College it is 
the contrary. In every Hon-
ors class I have taken so fur, 
I have been encouraged to 
email the professor if I had 
any questions. 
Not only will the profess~r 
remember who I am when 
they read the email, but they 
wjll actually respondl 
To me, communicarion is 
one of the. most important 
aspects of an education. 
It is difficult to fiU the re-
quirements' of a class if you 
are not sure what they are, 
or to write a paper on a tOpic 
you do not really understand. 
Knowing that the lines of 
communication are alwa"\'s 
open helps to put a student 
at ease. 
To say all the teachers 
in the Honors College are 
fantastic would be ari exag-
geration, but there are s me 
truly exceptional teachers 
who will not only remember 
your name, but respond to 
that frantic email you send at 
5 a.m. the night before your 
paper is due, or not laugh at 
your first attempt at a 15 page 
research paper, and i~st~ad 
help you fix it. 
Those are the teachers who 
assign readings that you do 
FASHION, from page 23 
not mind reading because 
they actually are interesting, 
or give you an extension on 
your paper because they un-
derstand you have one due 
in anomer class at the same 
time. 
In comparison with main 
campus, it seems like the 
teachers actually care and are 
mere to help you, not just for 
a paycheck. 
True, a paper that was four 
pages on main campus will 
be amped up to SLX or seven 
pages in the Honors College, 
bur it seems a small price to 
pay for a professor.who actu-
ally cares. 
lliter all, that paper may 
have been a couple pages lon-
ger] but at least the professor 
recognizes who the person is 
when it comes time to hand 
the papers back. 
See an Honors College 
, professor you had last emes-
ter in the- hall and wan t to 
say hello as you rush to class? 
GOQd luck getting to class on 
rime, they'll probably interro-
gate you on what has changed 
since they last saw you . . 
See a main campus pro-
fessor you had yesterday and 
want to say hello? 
You probably should start 
with your nalne, major and 
what class they don't remem-
ber you taking from them. 
' The more the though,t of this marinat~s" the more insolent this (fend is. 
Could you imagine being homeless on the street wearing every item of clothing yo~ own 
because you have no closet to put them in, and someone walks past you emul~ting your forced 
style ill in the name of fashion? What a slap in the face, especially- if it is one of those Michael 
Bastian $1,800 pieces. ' 
Mary-Kate is not to bla.rne for this trend. The industry is to blame. Designers create clothes. 
stylists, implement them, and celebrities sell them to the public-it is the law of fashion reci-
procity. Mary-Kate was more or less being herself that day her photo was taken outside of mat 
Starbucks. This ~trend may not be hurting the homeless, but' it is not helpi~'g them either. 
aves r 
The more I read and learn 
about this topic, the more I 
realize that human tra.ffick-
ing is nothing more than th~ 
21st century]s take on a very 
old practice: slavery. 
Human trafficking is the 
gaining of people by deceit-
ful means-such as force, 
fraud or trickery-while 
planning to exploit them.' 
Usually, traffick~rs smug-
gle illegal immigrants into 
the United States with the 
promise of a better life wait-
ing for them on the orner 
side. 
Near} all countries 
around the world-are subject 
to these crimes. 
\'Vhat needs to be done is 
to target the criminals who 
abuse these hopeless people 
, and to protect and help vic-
tims of trafficking, many of 
whom tolerate unbelievable 
acts i~ their try for a better 
life. I 
Every year millions of 
people ate trafficked aroun9, 
the globe: 
They fil!d themselves 
in places like sweatshops, 
. farms, cocoa plaI1tations, 
mines and rock quarries, as 
well asa variety oLomer set~ 
~gs. 
Countless others- are 
bought and sold into the 
sex industry where they are 
used as sexu~ objects fqr 
prostitution, PQrnography 
and nude dancing. Some are 
even sold as "brides." 
Why does this happen? 
Poverty, prejudice, gender 
discrimination, as well as 
an acceptance of violence 
~o-ainst women and children 
all come into play. 
Lack of appropriate leg-
islation and political will to 
address me problem, limited 
immigration policies and 
globalization of the sex busi-
ness are all big players in the 
root causes of trafficking. 
One of the biggest prob-
lems is that there is a market 
for slaves in t?day's society, 
and as long as there is de-
, mand. there will always be a 
supplier wanting to get paid. 
Sadly, human t.ra.fficking has 
become one of the fa:Stest 
gmwing enterprises in the , 
world. ' 
But credit must be' given, 
when due, and compared to 
other nations, the U.S. has 
dQ)1e quite a bit in trying to 
stop trafficking. 
"Over the past few years, 
the', U.S. has ' committed 
more than $400 million 
. ' 
to anti-trafficking efforts 
, around the world," noted on 
the Times of India web site. "'-
"Last year alori~ [2007], 
the U.S. spent $95 million 
, for proj~cts in 101 different 
countries. That is in addition 
to the $25 million spent on 
programmes to fight human 
'··U.s 
trafficking in me US." 
The United States De-
partment of Justice has said 
that Long Island is one of 
many places across the coun-
try where trafficking human 
beillgs is oUt: of controL 
What needs to be done 
is simple-worid leaders 
and community groups 
ne.ed to find a way to StOp 
it. Through enhanced and 
increasea. U'aining, law-
enforcemen t agencies tan 
make greater progress in 
finding and rescuing the 
victims and arresting me 
criminals. 
So what can you do as 
an individual? You em send 
letters to your government 
partitioning them to take 
greater step's to stop these 
tragedies. 
You can spread the word 
about what is happening to 
innocent women and chil-
dren in your own country as 
well as abroad. 
One of the best ways to 
fight mis ,global crime is to 
bring light and VIsibility to 
the issue and share informa-
tion about it. 
It 'is unsettling to learn ' 
mat people in ' your com-
munity are being abused 
and are restricted from their 
basic hwnan rights, but it 
is more unsettling to know 
the facts and still do nothing 
abou.t it. 
If you know the news today, thank a journalist! 
100 ANNOUCEMENTS 
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your announce-
ments, including legal announcements, wedding announcements, lost & found items, and 
much more. Call 314-516-5316 to place your ad today! 
200 T RA N SP O RTATION 
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your transporta-
tion needs, including ads selling cars, trucks, vans, campers, boats, trailers, motorcycles and 
more. Call314-516~5316 to place your ad today! 
300 EMPLOYMEN:r 
; 
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your employment 
needs, including help wanted, sales positions, office positions, internships, child care wanted, 
and much more. Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your 
ad today! 
4 bdr, 2 1/2 bth, 2 car garage beautiful ·home for sale at 4004 Roland, Pasade-
na Hills, see on the web http://www.cbgundaker.comfsearch/advanced/detail.jsp?mls_ 
num=90045234&type=res or call 314-226-5655 
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your selling 
needs, including textbooks, clothes, pets, computers and much more! If you need to sell it sell 
it-here! Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad today! 
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising 
services, including home and lawn care, business services, roofing, siding, cleaning, tutoring, 
and much more. Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad 
Normandy Apartments: Walking distance from UMSL. 
1 Bedroom $435.00 · 
2 Bedroom $505.00 
Spacious floor plans lon-site laundry facilities 
Call Penny @ 314-276-5923 or email atpenny.crawford@greystonepartners.com 
Maryland Apartments: 
Beautiful floor plans " 
Studio $499.00 (Special rate) 
1 Bedroom Loft $799.00 (Special rate) 
Call Penny @ 314-276-5923 or email atpenny.crawford@greystonepartners.com 
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classifiedads for people advertiSing 
services, including home and lawn care, business services, roofing,-siding, cleaning, tutoring, 
and much more: Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad 
today! 
Your clasSified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for most anything at 
all. If your classified doesn't fit into the above categories, Simply reque~t an ad in the Miscel-
laneous Section. Some restrictions may apply. Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrent@umsl. 
edu to place your ~d today! . . 
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Classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. Other rate-s vary. To 
place an ad, please send your ad (40 words or less), your name, and student 
or empl9yee number to thecurrent@umsl.edu, or call 516-5316. 
Hilton St. Louis Airport -I 
We have immediate 
openings for enthusiastic 
individuals looking to start their . 
career. 
Please send resumes to:. 
cherie.hernasco@ . Oll.CO 
or by fax (314) 423-4514. 
Phone calls welcome (314) 42.6-5500 
The point of the documen-
tary was (0 show the audience 
that Africa is not entirely dis-
tressed, much like American 
media porrrays it (0 be. 
After the documentary, 
Michael Blackson scrolled 
onto the scage backed by 
vibrant African music wear-
ing traditional African gar-
ments and no shoes. "The..se 
are my low (Op skin shoes,n 
Bla kson said_ The audience 
roared ith laughter as he 
recounted his experience of 
corning (0 America in the 
1980 . "\"Vhen I first came to 
America it was all about light 
skin, muscles and curly hair," 
Blackson said. "I fit none of 
that. My hair was so nappy I 
had to take a TylenGl just (0 
comb it." He also joked that 
since B'arack Obama became 
president he hasn't paid any 
bills. "The mortgage com-
Several vendors and stock-
holders also agree on one 
thing~ they are not in it for 
the money. 
"Sometimes I think abo'ur 
all the time I spend in craft-
ing stuff and how it breaks 
down in dollars per hour; 
AFRICA, from page 13 
pany called me [and said] 
'Where is your mortgage?' I 
said I'm waidng on my stim-
ulus package; Barack said I 
didn't have to pay nothing." 
The Afrikilolo Dance 
Group later entertained the 
audience with tradirional ... A.I-
riean dance from the Ivory 
Coast and .t-.1ali. 
One of the group's drum-
mers performed a. solo, while 
dancers from ev~ry age group-
dan d Yibrantly (0 the beat 
of the drums. Collective 
"awws" filled the crowd when 
a five-yeM-old girl came onto 
the stage (0 perform. The girl 
wowed the audience and left 
the stage with a standing ova-
tion. 
The audience also enjoyed 
poetry readings and a fashion 
show with African inspired 
pieces. The mood remained 
light when the models led an 
CRAFTS; from page 13 
I'~ basically giving the stuff 
away," Aaron Lester, nursing, 
alumnus (2007), said. "I do it 
because it's fun and it's very 
ego Stroking to have people 
like my ~. It's [also] great . 
for networking and meeting 
new friends," 
impromptu dance-off at the 
end. 
Throughout the night, au-
dience memberS were award- ' 
ed "vith goodie bags when 
they correctly answered rrivia 
questions. However, the 
big prizes of the night came 
through me raffle where .. " 
people who purchased tickets ' 
were entered into the draw-
ing. 
'The mird~place drav.-ing 
was for an iPod, s~cond place 
,vas d. digital carnera, and first 
place was a Nintendo \Vii 
console. 
"I really like the dancing 
and the comedian of course," 
said Tamar Hodges, sopho-
more, nursing. "It Wasn't just 
a show; you learned a lot of 
new things about Africa." 
-The proceeds of Africa 
Nite will be donated to com-
bat hunger in' Africa. 
-_ By providing the com-
munity an opportunity to 
bring together creators 'and 
consumers of original, ·h an d-
made crafts, the Rock and . 
-Roll Craft Show is one ex-
ample of alternative ways stu-
dents can use th'eir degrees. 
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ACROSS 
40 years of Sesame Street 
1. Comedian who talked 
with Elmo about skin color 
4. Is fasdnated by pigeons 
6. Appeareu as host of 
"Family Food» Ii 1 ~ I I 
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9. SNL cast member who 
played "Max the Magician" 
10. Longtime consumer 
advocate who appeared 
in'1988 ' 
13. Italian tenor who sang 
Elmo goodnight 
15. Civil rights activist who 
redted a poem 
16. "Abby __ " 
18. The number-obsessed 
Muppet 
20. It an't easy being green 
n. Garbage man who car-
ries Oscar's trash can 
23. "5uperbad" star who 
'gave Elmo a fake mustache 
24. Former Secretary-Gen-
eral of the UN who helped 
defuse a conftict between 
the Muppet monsters 
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Ch.skback next 'week 
for soluti ns t05utloku! 
DOWN 
2. Red, furry, three-and-a-
ha~ year old monster 
3. TV ~hief who baked 
pumpernickel bread 
5. Sang about his "Rubber 
Duckie" 
7. Actor who portrays Big 
Bird 
8. The Muppets took this in 
their second movie 
11. Jets Quarterback who 
appeared as a guest 
12. Big Bird's first movie 
14. Lives in a garbage can 
fl. Confidenl but shy blue , 
monster who almost never · 
uses contractions 
19, Sang an adaptation of 
hef song 1,2,3,4 
21. Created The Muppets 
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AR IES 
(j·1 ARC~ 21 - A PRt'.. 20) 
You may find yourself wanting 
to go your own way this week, . 
but try to at least consider other . 
people's points of view when ' 
making decisions; they might see 
something you're missing. 
'! TAURUS - • .-
:( .J (ApPtL 2' - MAY 2 1) 
Look forward to a week full of 
friends and positive change. 
You may encourfter a few small 
hurdles, but if you can rein in 
your stubbornness and learn to 
go wit.h the flow, you'lI·be fine. 
GEMINI 
(MAY 22 - JUNE 21) 
Communication will come eas-
ily to you this week, providing 
a good opportunity for you to 
clear the air between yourself 
and a friend you've been having 
trouble with lately. 
. CANCER 
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22) 
Your creativity shines this week 
and gives you a way to reduce 
stress, as well as helping you to 
think in new ways and find ad-
venture. Don't be afraid to do 
something different. 
You're feeling much mOre confi-
dent and lively than usual, and 
this energy will inspire others as 
well. You'll be getting a lot of 
attention this week. Take some 
time to yourself if needed. 
~ VIRGO 
,....~ (AUG. 22 - SECr. 23) 
Trouble appears in your personal 
life this week, as the people clos-
est to you seem to be the most 
opposed to your plans and ideas. 
Take a firm stand and do what 
you need to do. 
LIBRA 
(SEPT. 24 - OCT. 23) 
I 
'This week will be full of social 
interaction, but don't overbook 
yourself. Remember that- you 
have , work to do and responsi-
bilities, and act accordingly. Try 
to balance work and play. 
",., SCORPIO 
r: .J (Ocr. 24 - No v. 2 2) 
You're feel ing a lot of pressure 
this week to make changes to 
your life, and some of them may I • 
actually be helpful. If you're hav-
ing any doubts, thoJ,lgh, just do 
what feels right-for you. 
.. SAGITTARIUS 
~...; (No'!. 23 - D ,:::c. 22 ) 
Your financial situation may , 
cause you sorpe tension this 
week,b.ut your troubles will 
soon be behind you. Keep your 
eyes open for any opportunities 
that (orne along. 
• CAPR ICORN 
ll. ...J ( D EC. 23 - J A N . 20) 
If it seems like nothing is going 
your way right now, don't worry 
too much. You'll hold things to-
gether with your usual aplomb 
and come out the better for it 
very soon. 
AQUARJUS 
~ ........ (;:..J_AN. 21 - FEB. 19) 
U nci utter your life this week. 
Sell, give away, or just throw out 
things you don't need. This ap-
plies to relationships too. If it's 
just not working out, it may be 
better .to bring things to an end. 
You'll be on the receiving end 
. of a whole lot of attention in 
the next few days, so' it's mor'e 
important than ever to be on 
your best.behavior if you want to 
avoid embarrassment. 
Find the original meaning of the niessage below. 
Each letter shown stands' for another letter. Br~ak the 
.. code for the letter A, you wiU have all of the A's in the 
message, and so on . (Hint: p=s) -
ElY QSPOUYPP ZR 'CFYMOVC; 
OF? QSPOUYPP 
The first student, facu lty or staff member to bring the 
solution (along with who said it) to The Current's office 
will receive a free Current T-~hirt when we get more in! 
I've BEEN THINKING. 
WHAT AM I DOING HERE? THIS PLACE IS INSANE. 
A GUY WHO SPEAKS DOLPHIN, A HALF-CAT MAN ... 
THE LIST GOES ON AND ON! 
AND ON TOP OF THAT, I WAS JUST TOLD 
THAT I'M NOT EVEN REALi 
RANDOM MINDS by Jeffrey Grossman 
WOWr He HAS A POINT. 
WHY DO I WORK 
HERE AGAIN? 
CAN ~Y()U ;D'RAW TH-IS WELL? 
(or better?) 
APply to be a Curre'nt cartoonist! 
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Challenge of Plant Exploration and the Process of Discovery Thomas B. Croat, curator 
of botany at the Missouri Botanical Garden, snares exciting tales of danger and discovery 
exploring the tropic,S of the world, as he describes his hair-raising experiences in the course of 
collecting more than 9,700 plant specimens, hundreds of which were new to science. Located 
in 222 J.c. Penney Conference Center, from 12:15 PM to 1 :15 PM: For more information contact 
Karen lucas at 314-516-5699. ' 
Tuesday, Nov. 17 
It's About Time! (Management) Learn how to improve grades, improve your quality of life 
and divide time between work and recreation. This workshop will help you examine how you 
spend your time and how you might be able to become more efficient in yourrole as a student. 
located in 100 Lucas Hall, the Center for Student Success, from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM. For more 
information contact Chad Hoffer at 314-516-5300. 
International S,tudy Abroad Dialogue program and how it has affected their perspective 
of diversity. The program is sponsored by the Office of Multicultual Relations and Center for 
International Studies: located at the Benton Hall, Room 241, from 2:30 PM to 3:30 PM. For 
more info contact Linda SharP at 314-516-680f ' , , ,' , 
Wednesday, Nov. 18 
Your weekly calendar of campus 'events. "What's (urrent" 'is a 
free service for student organizations. Deadline for submissions is 
5 p.m. the Thursday before publication. First-come, first-served. 
Listings may be edited for length and style. E-mail event listings to 
thecurrent@umsl.edu with the subject "What's Current." No phone 
submissions. Alllist~ngs use 516 prefixes unless noted. ' 
Noon at the Nosh Come hang out with your favorite staff members from the CNC, can't wait 
to see you! located in the Nosh, from 12:00 PM.to 1 :00 PM For more info contact, Li~ Detwiler 
at 314-385-3455. 
Conversations about Teaching & Technology: Organizing Online Informal discussions de-
signed to introduce colleagues to the essential ingredients for developing effective blended or 
fully online courses. Co-sponsors: ITS Faculty Resource Center and the Center for Teaching and 
Learning. Located in at 100 Marillac Hall, Technology and Learning Center, from 12:00 PM to 
1 :00 PM. For more info contact Cheryl Bielema at 314-516-4508. 
Thursqay, Nov. 19 
UPB General Meeting Description: Waht to have a voice on what events come to campus? 
Come to U PB general members meeting and have your voice heard. Located in MSC 316 from 
·2:00 PM to 3:00 PM. For more information contact UP.B at 314-516-5531. 
Online Courses: ,What you know might just get you an ':A" This workshop is intended to 
give you a comprehensive look at online learning. Located in 225 MSC Center for Stude,nt Suc-
cess, from 12:30 PM to 1 :15 PM. For more information contact Chad Hoffer at 314-516-5300. 
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